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Jackson
2year
warranty
The name Jackson has always meant quality
in cable construction tools. We stand behind
this claim. Every tool shipped from Jackson
Enterprises is backed by aTwo Year limited
warranty against factory defects in material
and workmanship.
We will be introducing several new tools dur-

New Lexan single roller #JP-3; greater
strength at alower cost.

Call Jackson for mapping, design,
and construction services.

ing the balance of '82, each designed for the
demands of today's construction industry.
Call or write for more information, or contact
your local distributor.
With Jackson Tools, you get the quality you
expect.

Shown above: #1010 Trailer, #1078 Reel Brake, #1019 90°
Corner Block, #1084-0 Double Bender.

Jackson
P.O. Box 6, Clayton, Ohio 45315
Phone (513) 836-2641
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IT'S HERE!

MAGNA 6400

440 MHz Digital Converter

Here's the converter with all the features
you must have to add and hold subscribers. Everything from Optional External
A-B Switch Controllers... to Most Favorite
Channel Memory... to Parental Discretion
Control... to Direct Channel Entry and
Scan Up/Down. And much more... all
made possible by the uniquely programmed microprocessor... the heart of
our converter.
Top performance is the ha Imark of
MAGNA 6400's sophisticated 440 MHz
design. For example, our PROM (Programmable Read Only Memory), unlike
others on the market, is a true PROM. If
plugged in improperly, the converter just
won't work. A plug-in descrambler for any
or all channels is optional when you order.
Or you can add it later. Even tie converter
case is top performance rated Made of
high impact space-age plastic, it's fire
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retardant, UL approved and virtually
indestructible.
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MAGNA 6400 is a product of years of
Magnavox CATV experience and technology, backed by the enormous technical
resources of North American Philips
Corporation. See a MAGNA 6400 demonstration in our Mobile Training Center
when it's in your area.
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Or to arrange for a personal demonstration by your Magnavox account executive,
just call toll free 800/448-5171 or in New
York State 800/522-7464.

o

Magnavox

Cordless remote control keypad is identical
to the converter. Durable membrane keypads provide long-life
operation.
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CATIrYSTEMS, INC.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
100 FAIRGROUNDS DR., MANLIUS, N.Y. 13104
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The Leader with Commitment
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• -Hybrid Splitters
3-Way Hybrid Splitter
4-Way Hybrid Splitter
FM Splitter*
Single !Directional Couplers
2-Way Directional Couplers
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RMS ELECTRONICS, INC. /CATV DIVISION •50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y., 10462
TOLL FREE: (800) 223-8312 (Continental U.S.A., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands) •CALL COLLECT: (212) 892-1000 (N

WESTERN OPERATIONS: 2901 W. CARRY AVE., SANTA ANA, CALIF., 92704 •TEL. (714) 662-1041
SOUTHWEST OPERATIONS. 1401 FRANKLIN DRIVE, SAN MARCOS: TEXAS, 78'666 •TEL. (512) 396-5432.;
See us at the Atlantic Cable Show Booth #79
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Looking for an "Unequalle

look to...
We have unequalled opportunities in our brand new, lavishly equipped,
Seattle, Washington, and Gainesville, Florida, research and development
laboratories.
We pay generous salaries plus an additional 25% into your tax sheltered,
profit sharing and retirement account. We believe that's unequalled in this
industry. And...We pay 100% of your family's Blue Shield Medical Plan—even
including deductibles.
But we don't want ordinary people. We want engineers with experience
in depth in all aspects of home terminal design: RF modules, PLL circuitry,
addressability, microprocessors, and computer programming.
If you want to escape the Northeast or Midwest, and...are currently working for acompetitor in this field, and...if you enjoy working on the leading edge
of converter technology...
CONFIDENTIALITY GUARA

17leamenlawk-

INTERN

13610 1st Avenue South,

>ertisement)

dOpportunity Employer?"

Then You Need Us and We Need You!
We have current openings for twenty (20) engineers, to complete the
design of arevolutionary new home terminal system. Join our team for permanence...We have never had alayoff. You will be working with project leaders
who average more than 32 years in CATV!
So send us your resume and take the first step towards stability in acyclical industry. Our product is, as usual, sold far ahead of production. If your company is having afire sale, cutting executive salaries, or breaking its own last
quarter record for losses, now is the time to join Hamlin...The continuously
profitable, constantly expanding, industry leader!
All resumes will be acknowledged, and qualified applicants will be interviewed at our company's expense. Send it now...We'll be waiting.

NTEED FOR ALL REPLIES

ATIONAL CORPORATION
Seattle, Washington 98168

Texscan has the last tap you may ever need lo buy. Our 450MHz
tap is equipped with tin plated brass Fconnectors to fight
corrosion even in the toughest environments.
Texscan's patented rotating seizure mechanism makes strand
or pedestal mounting fast and easy.
Fconnectors are sealed from inside the housing to remain
water tight after adrop connection is made and removed.
Texscan taps are 100% tested for all moisture seals as well as
electronic integrity.
For reliability, versatility and cost effectiveness, the Texscan
tap is at alevel of quality all its own. Buy the taps built
to last, today.

ta
bPs
uilt to last
Texscan
Texsean
Texscan
Texsran
Texsean

Corporation •:tur2 N 29th Aventit •Phoenix, Arizona 85017 .1'11:((812)252-5021 •TWX:(91(I) 951-1399
Corporation •2-1•Iti North Shadeland Avenue •Indianapolis, Indiana 46219. 1'11:(:317)357-8781 •TWX:(810)341-3184
INSI •3855 Soul,' 51s W••st •Suite S •Salt Lake City,1114th 84115 •I'll: (801 )262-8475
Export Disision • 411 . Norilihndge (bud •Berichamsted, Ilt•rtfordshire •England liK •Pli: 04427 71138 •TELEX:145182258
6%1911 •l'e,,lielang.q• II •Iet000 Munchen 83 •Munielt, West Certainly •Pli: 089-6791048 •TELEX: $415222915
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Oak Red Phone
Oak Communications Systems has a24-hour hot line. Staffed
by Oak field service personnel in Crystal Lake, Ill., the phone line
gives system managers using Oak equipment instant access to
service personnel in an emergency. Norm Zachrel, Oak's
director of field services, points out, "We know that down time
costs money. The sooner we can get an Oak engineer on the
scene, the sooner a system can get back to normal." System
managers using Oak equipment have been supplied the hot line
number, Zachrel says, and shouldn't hesitate to use it if the
situation warrants it. He adds, "Problems don't operate on atime
clock, and neither do we."

Record Start-up
Catawba Valley Cable TV, as part of a service upgrade,
ordered, received, installed and turned on aJerrold addressable
system in 28 days. Involved was a Jerrold AH -1 headend
computer package, digital remote-controlled 58-channel
converters and addressable STARBASE descramblers along
with miscellaneous distribution hardware. Wayne Wright, the
system manager for the Hickory, N.C., system, added Cinemax
and aseven-channel tier to his existing 12-channel basic service
plus HBO. The remaining channel total will be reserved for payper-view events. The order was received at Jerrold on May 17
and the start-up was announced on June 14.

One Scoop With Jimmies
The chain of 2,500 ice cream franchises of the Baskin-Robbins
Co. was linked via Westar IV for an eight-hour teleconference
broadcast live from Dallas. The training conference was
transmitted to 25 cities, the first time the "31 Flavors" company
updated its training electronically. Previously, the company has
conducted all of its corporate training conferences at the
Glendale, Calif., headquarters or at individual local sites.

Tanner Goes Chapter 11
Tanner Electric Systems Technology filed for protection
under Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code on Sept. 1,
1982. Under Chapter 11, TEST will continue to be funded by
its lender, Barclays American Business Credit, and will make
on-time deliveries of its products to customers.
In spite of the general industry slowdown, TEST's active
order backlog is growing in all product categories, according
to the company. TEST is expanding production of its new
pay-per-view decoder and field testing its MDS multi-channel
downconverter.

SlushNet
Alaska may be colder than a popsicle in January, but the 49th
state has warmed to Anixter-Mark. The State of Alaska has
awarded Anixter-Mark a contract to supply 50 earth station
antennas for the Satellite Relay Center in Anchorage. The 5meter transmit/receive antennas will be installed by the State's
Division of Telecommunications to support communications
projects in the outlying Alaskan communities. Some of the
communities designated for the antenna network are: White
Mountain and Pitkas Point in the Yukon River area; Cordova;
Girdwood; Moose Pass; Battles; McKinley; Eak and Kasigluk (and

that's not a typo). Clinching the deal were Anixter-Mark's engineers. They met the state's requirement by designing aplatform
for permanent mounting of the antennas in the quicksand-like
slush and ice of the Alaskan tundra.

NPR Pilot Service
A National Public Radio study takes an optimistic view on
the potential of cable audio services. The 69-page report
predicts the market for such services will reach eight million
subscribers by 1985, with subscriber-supported services
profitable by 1988. As a result of its findings, NPR is
encouraging its member stations to develop local services for
the cable market and is readying its own one-year pilot cable
service for the print handicapped, expected to start in midJanuary.

Atari R&D
Atari, whose most famous product is the Pac-Man video game,
is establishing research and development labs around the
country. Their mission: to expand products and transactional
services involving microprocessor applications. The first lab, with
30 people, has been set up in New York City with others
scheduled for Boston and one somewhere in the Midwest. What's
in the offing may be home banking and shopping, and possibly
electronic publishing. But with the Atari-Warner Communications
marriage and the Warner Amex connection, Atari may find a role
in CATV ancillary services.

EPIC Fight
During the Cooney-Holmes fight, a pay-per-view event, pirate
receiving devices failed to operate due to an "electronic program
intrusion control (EPIC)" system developed by the Jerrold
Division of General Instrument. Viewers using pirate decoders
purchased on the open market found them to be useless. The
illegal boxes could not defeat the intermittent random scrambling
of the Jerrold EPIC system. For now, the signal thief has been
boxed to a technical knock out.

St. Louis Security
St. Louis now has 24-hour security service including fire,
burglary and medical alert emergency services. The security
service is provided by Warner Amex Cable Communications
to both cable and non-cable TV families and businesses in
the metropolitan St. Louis area. The area served includes 26
communities, passing some 75,000 homes with a potential for
90,000 subscribers. St. Louis is the sixth major city where
around-the-clock emergency services protection is offered by
Warner Amex.

Cable-Tec Update
The Society for Cable Television Engineers is anticipating
some 1,200 technicians and engineers for its Cable-Tec Expo
'83, May 6-8, at the Dallas Convention Center. Judy Baer,
executive vice president of SCTE, reports that 100 booths are
already committed, surpassing the Society's projections. She
expects about another 100 booths by convention time. The
three-day expo will include many "back to basics" workshops,
all of a technical nature, Baer said. "It's stuff that the
participants will be able to go back and use on Monday."
October 1982/9

TFCS INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING
BRINGS YOU AN ULTRA-HARD
FOAM CORE CABLE.
To fill your need for asuperior
coax which better withstands
the abuses of installation and
use, Times Fiber Communications developed T4: anew generation of polyethylene foam
core cable. T4's ultra-hard core is
highly resistant to kinking during bending or forming.
T-4's very fine cell structure
results from the use of proprietary nucleating agents, much
harder polyethylene resins and

advanced foam processing
techniques. Wth its precise cell
matrix, you get vastly improved
mechanical integrity both during cable installation and after
severe environmental exposure.
T4's attenuation performance
is more consistant. Its gradient
foam density provides asignal

Photomicrography reveals precise closed cell
structure of new T4 ultra-hard cable. (above)

velocity approaching 90%. Even
with the increased "foaming" of
the dielectric, hardness is maintained so that ease and reliability
of installation are not affected.
For asample of this remarkable new 14 cable, contact TFC
today at P.O. Box 384, Wallingford, CT 06492, (203)265-8500.

11 FC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
,
company

Seminars
October
1: A conference on cable television interconnect in Massachusetts sponsored by the Boston Health Care Cable Consortium,
Boston University, The Communications Consortium,
Emerson College, Northeastern University, the Massachusetts Cable Television Commission, University of Massachusetts and WGBH Educational Foundation will be held at
the Boston University Law Auditorium. Contact Barbara Cuggino,
(617) 727-6925.
1-3: The National Institute for Low Power Television will
sponsor the second annual LPTV EAST Conference and
Exhibition at the Shoreham Hotel in Washington, D.C. For more
information contact Joann Coviello, Conference Management
Corporation, 17 Washington Street, P.O. Box 4990, Norwalk,
Conn. 06856, (203) 852-0500.
4-8: An advanced technical training seminar sponsored by the
Community Antenna Television Association will be held in
Indianapolis. Contact the CATA Engineering Office, (305) 5627847.
5-7: 1982 Western Design Engineering Conference, sponsored
by the Design Engineering Division of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, will be held at the Anaheim Convention
Center, Anaheim, Calif. For more information contact (212) 3701100.
6, 7, 8: A Blonder-Tongue MATV/CATV/Earth Station
Technical Seminar will be held in Miami, Fla. in conjunction with
Singer Products Co., Export Sales Representative. Contact
Steve Schiffman (516) 683-3000 or Glenn Stawicki (201) 6794000.
10-12: UCLA, in cooperation with the Society of Cable
Television Engineers, will present a program on "Modern
Telecommunications Networking" during the SCTE 1982 Fall
Engineering Conference at the Don Cesar Beach Resort in St.
Petersburg, Fla. Contact the SCTE, (202) 293-7541.
10-12: The University of Wisconsin-Extension Communication Programs and Cable Television Information Center are
sponsoring a conference on "Upgrading Cable Systems:
Renegotiation, Renewal, Rebuilding & Refranchising" at the
Sheraton Inn, Madison, Wis, Contact Dr. Barry Orton, (608) 2622394.
10-12: The 1982 SCTE Fall Engineering Conference will be
held at the Don Caesar Beach Resort Hotel in St. Petersburg,
Florida. The conference will focus on Business and Data
Communications on CATV Networks. For more information call
the SCTE at (202) 293-7841.
13: The Iowa Cable Television Association annual fall
convention will be held at the Hilton Hotel in Des Moines. Contact
Neil Webster, (319) 252-1343.
13-15: Magnavox CATV Systems will be conducting a field
training seminar with its Mobile Training Center in Atlanta.
Contact Larry Richards, (315) 682-9105.
13-14:A Blonder-Tongue "MATV/CATV/TVRO" technical
seminar will be held in Denver in conjunction with Systems in
Marketing Service Inc. Contact Chuck Fitzer, (415) 449-0547.
16: Kable Information Services is presenting a hands-on
technical training and career seminar for the cable and satellite
industries at the Holiday Inn, Jersey City, NJ. Contact Norman
Adleman, (201) 353-1031.
18-20: Magnavox CATV Systems will be conducting a field
training seminar with its Mobile Training Center in Atlanta.
Contact Larry Richards, (315) 682-9105.
19-20: The annual convention of the Ontario Cable Telecommunications Association will be held at the Sheraton Triumph
Hotel in Toronto. Contact the OCTA, (416) 481-4446.

19-21: The fall meeting of the Alabama Cable Television
Association will be held at the Ramada Inn, Fort Walton Beach,
Fla. Contact Otto Miller, (205) 758-2157.
19-21: The Mid-America Cable TV Association's 25th annual
meeting and show will be held at the Tulsa Excelsior Hotel and
Tulsa Assembly Center Arena in Tulsa, Oklahoma. For more
information contact Rob Marshall (913) 887-6119.
19-21: A Blonder-Tongue "MATV/CATV/TVRO" technical
seminar will be held in Houston in Spivey-LeBoeuf Associates.
Contact Tom Spivey, (713) 649-1221; or Gloria Rothfuss, (201)
679-4000.
21-23: Magnavox CATV Systems will be conducting a field
training seminar with its Mobile Training Center in Atlanta.
Contact Larry Richards, (315) 682-9105.
22-24: The second annual convention of the National
Association of MDS Service Companies will be held at the
Sheraton Hotel in Washington, D.C. Contact Diane Hinte, (213)
532-5300; or Mark Edeman, (509) 328-0833.
26-28: The Atlantic Cable Show will be held at the Bally Park
Place, Del Webb's Claridge and Brighton hotels in Atlantic City,
New Jersey. Contact Nancy Becker, (609) 394-7477.
27-28: A Blonder-Tongue "MATV/CATV/Earth Station"
technical seminar will be held at the Hilton Airport Inn, Romulus
Township, Mich., in conjunction with Robert Milsk Company Inc.
Contact Ed Curreri, (513) 729-4392; or Robert Milsk, (313) 3543310.

November
1-3: The Community Antenna Television Association will be
holding a basic technical training seminar in Hot Springs,
Arkansas. Contact the CATA Engineering Office, (305) 5627847.
1-3: The 1982 Satellite Communications Symposium sponsored
by Scientific-Atlanta will be held at the Marriott Hotel in Atlanta.
Contact Betsy Crawley, (404) 449-2274; or John Feight, (404)
441-4800.
2, 3, 4: A Blonder-Tongue MATV/CATV/Earth Station
Technical Seminar will be held in Palm Beach, Fla. in conjunction
with Enjay Associates, Inc. Contact Glenn Stawicki or Floria
Rothfuss (201) 679-4000.
8-9: A seminar on "Ku-Band Satellite Communications in the
'80s" sponsored by Phillips Publishing Inc. will be held at the
Hyatt Regency in Washington. Contact Stacey Schalton, (301)
986-0666.
8-10: A concentrated short course, "Digital TelevisionBandwidth Reduction and Communication Aspects," will be
presented by the University of California, Berkeley. Contact
(415) 642-4151.
10-12: Magnavox CATV Systems will be conducting a field
training seminar with its Mobile Training Center in St. Louis, Mo.
Contact Larry Richards, (315) 682-9105.
15-17: Magnavox CATV Systems will be conducting a field
training seminar with its Mobile Training Center in St. Louis, Mo.
Contact Larry Richards, (315) 682-9105.
17-19: The annual convention of the California Cable
Television Association, the Western Show, will be held at the
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif. Contact CCTA,
(415) 881-0211.
18-20: Magnavox CATV Systems will be conducting a field
training seminar with its Mobile Training Center in St. Louis, Mo.
Contact Larry Richards, (315) 682-9105.
30-Dec.1: Frost and Sullivan Inc. is presenting a seminar on
"Understanding and Using CAD/CAM" in New York City.
Contact Carol Sapchin, (212) 233-1080.
October 1982/11

CONVERTERS

TALK TO BRAD
When Buying, Selling, or Reparing Converters ...

"We Deliver"
QUALITY... BRAD Offers the highest quality repair service available. A BRAD quality
repaired converter not only looks like new — it works like new.
SERVICE... BRAD Service is backed by our 35,000 square foot facility housing over 100
trained technical and support people, afull fleet of delivery trucks from van to tractor-trailer,
and aQuality Control Department that is dedicated to excellence.
PRICE... BRAD Service is competitively priced — in fact it is lower in many cases than
less professional "backyard shops." In addition, a BRAD repair lasts, resulting in a lower
overall cost than many in-house repair facilities.
REBUILT CONVERTERS... BRAD Offers the most comprehensive selection of
converters in the country. Over 60,000 converters in-house, most ready for immediate delivery,
at substantial savings — including Descramblers. BRAD will also buy your excess or obsolete
converters — any quantity from 1to 100,000!!

BRAD CABLE ELECTRONICS, INC.
NE

1023 STATE ST.
P.O. BOX 739
SCHENECTADY, NY 12301
(518) 382-8000

COME SEE US AT BOOTH 6

THE CONVERTER MARKETPLACE

CID
Volume 8, No. 10

Multichannel Audio: Is
Cable Ready For It?
Cable television system operators not
already carrying one or more program
services that offer an audio subcarrier
scheme for stereo sound soon will be
faced with the decision as to whether to
distribute those services through second
hook-ups. Not only are there several
programming services offering multichannel audio with others planning to
offer it, but there are many other subcarrier audio services available via satellite
that will appeal to the subscriber who is an
audiophile.
Soon, the Federal Communications
Commission will be authorizing multichannel sound use for the broadcast
networks. Given the must-carry rules,
cable television system operators will be
faced with several additional technical
problems in rebroadcasting network
audio. If subscribers can receive broadcast signals with stereo sound over-theair, certainly they will expect to receive
the same over cable even if stereo sound
is not required by "must-carry" rules.
Leaving aside the technical difficulties
for the moment, let's take a brief look at
the possible pay-off from multichannel
stereo sound for cable systems. National
Public Radio recently received the results
of a nine-month study it commissioned,
titled "Listening To The Future: Cable
Audio In The '80s." The authors (marketing and financial analysis was performed
by Audience Research Analysis and
Kalba Bowen Associates) predict that the
market for multichannel sound on cable
will develop by mid-decade. The number
of cable audio subscribers will more than
double over the next two years from less
than 1million to 2.3 million, with 8million
subscribers expected by 1985. The study
predicts by 1990, 60 percent of all cable
subscribers, or 28 million, will have some
form of cable audio with some 42 million
people having access to audio services.
NPR estimates each operator will need
to hook up 284 audio subscribers or about
6 percent of cable subscribers in a
medium-sized system to be profitable.
The study points out, "It's significant that
the majority of franchise proposals for
new systems submitted during the last
two years specifically mention the availability of audio services."
For audio programmers, the study
predicts profitability could come as early
as 19E18 for a subscriber-supported

service started next year. An ad-supported
service could be profitable by 1989. A
service paid for by system operators
could become profitable in 1987 for a
three-program offering and in 1988 for a
five-program service.
Two manufacturers supply the necessary headend equipment for processing
of satellite audio transmissions in stereo:
Learning Industries Corp. and Wegener
Communications Inc. Equipment also
exists for stereo synthesis of audio received at the headend in monaural.
Therefore, all the audio a cable system
transmits can be made available to subscribers in stereo.
But technical problems exist and some
technical standards may need to be
established. The Electronics Industry
Association's Broadcast Television Systems Committee has a Multichannel
Sound Subcommittee that has been
working on standards for the broadcast
industry. The National Cable Television
Association's Engineering Committee
has formed an ad hoc subcommittee to
examine the potential impact on atypical
cable system of astereo TV signal. Their
initial findings point to the following areas
of concern: "There are several subsystems in a typical cable plant which will
degrade the stereo sound to apoint where
it is objectionable; if the stereo signal
somehow makes it through a cable
system 'undegraded,' it will probably
cause audio interference to adjoining
channels severe enough to make them
unusable; in certain cable system equipment configurations, the standard channel audio could be degraded to the point
of unusability; and there is a strong
potential for stereo sound to disrupt
certain scrambling devices and render
them unworkable."
We know that with the demonstrated
technical ingenuity of the cable television
engineering community, these potential
difficulties will be overcome. CEO Magazine supports the work of the EIA and
NCTA subcommittees in this area and
urges them to work together toward
technical solutions and standards. To that
end, we suggest that anyone with substantive suggestions and recommendations regarding multichannel sound contact the NCTA Engineering Committee.
Letters should be addressed to Engineering Committee, National Cable Television
Association, 1724 Massachusetts Avenue., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
Phone, (202) 775-3550.
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Communication News
United Video Studies
Louisiana Cable Link
TULSA, Oklahoma—United Video Inc. is
conducting a study to determine the
feasibility of linking cable systems throughout south-central Louisiana via microwave.
The project, initiated by the Louisiana
French Mass Media Foundation and the
state's public broadcasting system, which
awarded the contract to United Video,
wants to link a microwave system from
Baton Rouge to the New Orleans area,
Lafayette, Lake Charles, and other cities
throughout the state. The network would
provide French-speaking and educational
programming to cable systems throughout the community where the language is
prevalent.
The engineering study is to be completed by mid-November and projections
for implementation of the project, if
accepted will be in late 1983.

FCC Overhaul
WASHINGTON—The Federal Communications Commission finally has completed the task of consolidating its media
bureaus into one—the new Mass Media
Bureau.
The new bureau, under the jurisdiction
of former Broadcast Bureau Chief Larry
Harris, will provide a single, integrated
organizational structure for administering
FCC policies regarding traditional broadcasting, cable and what the commission
has termed "the emerging television
systems." The action is subject to congressional approval. FCC officials have
said they do not expect any problems in
Congress and are hopeful for a quick
approval prior to the fall adjourment.
In a closed session last week, the FCC
appointed Broadcast Bureau Deputy
Chief Jeff Baumann and former Cable TV
Bureau Chief Bill Johnson deputy chiefs.
Offices at both bureaus were closed Sept.
15 for approximately an hour to inform
staff of the realignment.
Harris said that no jobs will be eliminated
nor will any staff be reduced in grade.
However, the FCC should be able to
process applications better and authorize
new services faster through the reallocation of personnel.
Under the action, the Mass Media
Bureau will consist of four divisions: Audio
Services, Enforcement, Policy and Rules
and Video Services.
The Video Services Division will consist
of the AM and FM branches, the Auxiliary

Services Branch and Data Management
staff. This division will process applications for new AM and FM services, assess
modifications of existing stations and act
on renewal and transfer requests, plus
applications for FM translators.
The Enforcement Division will consist
of aComplaints Branch, an Equal Employment Opportunity Branch, a Fairness/
Political Branch and Hearing and Investigations Branches. The division will
combine all existing enforcement functions under a single unit and the EEO
section will combine broadcast and cable
EEO review functions.
The Policy and Rules Division will
consist of an Allocations Branch, Legal
Branch, Policy Analysis Branch and a
Technical and International Branch. This
division will provide legal, technical and
economic input into the bureau's policy
and rulemaking activities.
The Video Services Division will assume
the responsibilites of the former Cable
Bureau, now assigned to a branch within
the division, plus oversee a Distribution
Services Branch, aLow Power Television
Branch and aTV Branch. The ownership
staff, which examines ownership and
other documents filed with the commission for all services under the bureau's
authority, will also be incorporated under
the Video Services Division.
Further duties of this latter division will
include the processing of applications for
new TV services, studying modifications
of existing stations, handling renewal and
transfer requests and acting on applications for various video services such as
Instructional Television Fixed Service,
DBS, low power and cable antenna relay
systems (CARS).

TOCOM And Transcience
Show Wireless Security
ATLANTA—TOCOM Inc. demonstrated
wireless cable security technology at the
Eastern Show here, Sept. 9-11, in conjunction with Transcience Inc. The
Transcience supervised wireless system,
when used in conjunction with the new
TOCOM 3000 home alarm terminal,
provides a complete cable security
system compatible with all of the TOCOM
III central data systems.
According to the company, wireless
technology allows intrusion sensors and
smoke detectors to be located throughout
the subscriber's home without the necessity of wiring the units to a central alarm
control panel. This increases the ease of

installation and can cut labor costs for
installation to a minimum.
The battery-powered wireless transmitters report alarms, low battery levels
and tamper signals back to the TOCOM
3000 home alarm terminal, which then
communicates the reports to the CDS via
the cable television network. The system
is supervised, meaning that the failure of a
transmitter is automatically detected and
reported to provide afailsafe operational
system.
Both TOCOM and Transcience plan to
cooperate in the development of compatible products for the cable security
industry.
For more information, contact TOCOM,
(214) 438-7691.

Phasecom Will Produce
And Market Hughes TVRO
Hardware
TORRANCE, California—Phasecom Corp.
will manufacture and market Hughes
Aircraft Company's satellite video receiving (TVRO) equipment under terms of an
agreement signed recently.
Hughes will continue to provide TVRO
systems and products to the national and
international cable industry. Phasecom
will become an alternative supplier of
Hughes systems.
The TVRO line includes the SVR463
satellite video receiver, capable of receiving either C-band or Ku-band signals with
the appropriate external down-converter,
as well as a line of expandable TVRO
antennas.
Phasecom Chairman Arnie Zimmerman noted that the addition of the Hughes
equipment will complement the company's
current line of headend equipment,
enabling the company to market complete
headend packages to operators.

Ma Bell On The Make For
Cable Ancillary Services
ATLANTA, Georgia—Speaking at aseminar on "Competitive Services" at the
Eastern Cable Show, AT&T electronic
interactive services district manager
Andrew Bulfer restated earlier claims that
AT&T will not compete with cable systems
in "traditional cable markets," but later
conceded that AT&T will strongly pursue
two-way transactional and various text
services. The only area that Ma Bell
seems unwilling to move into is one-way
transmission of entertainment programming. Bulfer predicted that the information
October 1982/15

PICO PROUDLY PREVENTS
POSSIBLE PEDESTAL PILFERAGE
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PICO does it again! They have solved another security problem.
The Multiple Filter Enclosure from PICO, molded from high impact nylon,
adds great security while organizing traps and decoders
in pedestals, on the strand, or in apartment house lock boxes.
Your security is highly enhanced by the "Tamprur* bolt that is recessed
into the body of the Multiple Filter Enclosure.
A four section Multiple Filter Enclosure
fits into a4 inch pedestal, and you can install
up to amaximum of 16 filters in an 8inch
"' PRODUCTS. INC
pedestal. Optional waterproof boots are also
available to seal out moisture.
It's another innovation from PICO, and in
1001 Vine Street, Liverpool NY 13088
security, that's the name you can grow with.
Telephone: (315) 451-0680

market will grow to a$5-$10 billion range;
plenty of room for everyone.
AT&T is reportedly testing an enhancement for its recently introduced frame
creation terminal. The unit, soon to
emerge from Bell Labs, permits the
capture, transmission and display of color
pictures along with videotex graphics on a
full-frame basis. The system uses avideo
camera for both the translation of artwork
and videotape images into "instant"
videotex frames.
This new capability is compatible with
the North American Presentation Level
Protocol Syntax (NAPLPS) recently endorsed by the American National Standards Institute's subcommittee on character sets and coding. The NAPLPS has
been endorsed by the U.S. committee to
the CCITT which will convene at the
CCITT's international meeting in Geneva
in November.

CableBus Systems Bought
By Pacific Telecom
BEAVERTON, Oregon—CableBus Systems Corp., the Beaverton, Ore., manufacturer of two-way interactive, computerbased residential security systems, has
been bought by Pacific Telecom, a
subsidiary of Pacific Power and Light.
According to CableBus officials, Pacific
Telecom now owns an 80 percent share

of the company while Cliff Schrock,
CableBus System's chairman, retains 20
percent. CableBus Systems also has a
new president, Karl Hoffmann, formerly
an executive with PPL, replacing the
former president, Peter Cass. Cass will be
moving over to Pacific Telecom.
Last February, PPL invested $1.5
million in CableBus after purchasing a40
percent interest in Multivisions, the cable
operator headquartered in Anchorage,
Alaska. This recent move increases
PPL's investment in the cable industry.
PPL bought out Howard Vollum and John
Gray, two of the original shareholders of
CableBus.
CableBus Systems Corp. will change
its name to CableBus Laboratories and
will increase its activity in research and

development, according to company
officials.

* Scientific-Atlanta Inc. reported sales
of $337.2 million in its fiscal year ended
June 30. 1982, an increase of 22 percent
over $277.3 million in the prior year. Net
earnings of $14.2 million were 26 percent
below the prior fiscal year earnings of $19
million. Earnings were $0.63 per share in
the year. down from $0.90 per share a
year earlier. The fourth fiscal quarter
ended June 30. 1982. showed sales of
$81 million. down 3 percent from $83.4
million in the fourth quarter last year.

CORRECTION: The article entitled "CATV As The Local Loop In Business Data
Transmission" in the September issue of CED contained some errors. In figure 7,
page 36, the price for Scientific-Atlanta's model 6402 data modem was incorrectly
listed. The price should be listed as $3335. Also, the following Comtech Data modem
models were inadvertently deleted from the listing:

Model
M500
M500C
M570

Speed (BIS)
56,000-10,000,000
56,000-10,000,000
Up to 3,500,000

Bandwidth
39 2kHz-7MHz
39 2kHz-7MHz
6MHz

Price
$5300
4650.
1500.

CED Magazine regrets these errors.
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Introducing cable markets where
you never had them before.
Tune in to exciting growth markets
and untapped profits when you discover the newest segment of the cable
industry—satellite-delivered full stereo
and enhanced quality cable TV audio.
The Wegener Series 1600 Expandable Satellite Audio System makes it all
possible—satellite audio, synthesized
TV stereo, and local origination FM.
For alot less than you think,

Its modular design gives you the cable entertainment.The stereo sound
flexibility of adding individual satellite of the future is happening now—only
on cable.
audio services economically. So as
WEGENER
the market for cable audio continues
to grow, you'll be able to grow right
COMMUNICATIONS
along with it.
150 Technology Park/Atlanta
Norcross, Georgia 30092
Call or write for complete infor(404)-448-7288
mation on how you can start or
expand your audio services. Give
your subscribers anew dimension in
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cable operatOr. dreads the blitz of asla mbagging lightninotcirrn, the destructive force
.of Oteadp, tulle wicked winds of a hurricane.
.: .
PoWer urges can wreck any system and cause
downtakie: BÙI CeOR's built to take the worst
Mother Nature can dish oui.

•,- .Ev..e..ry

•

One C;C4 amplifier caught in a Midwestern
,twister wds ripped off its line, slammed into the.
ground:arid buried in mud and water. When.it •
was dug up and hooked up at the office ... It
still workedi
Exclusive surge protection,coupled With C-COR's:
engineering excellence,gives you unique
•protection other systems don't have. In fact,
some customers special-order our surge protection modules to use in existing systems.
Actually, we did repair the amplifier shown. Not because of internal damage, but because
the force of the storm cracked the housing.
Filled with mud and water, it still worked.'
C-COR trunk distribution equipment and line
extenders will keep your system working.
e System

cperolbes nome en request.

'Less downtime
«Duality backed by test results
•Design flexibility •Full.two-year warranty ... plus
*Surge protection •Engineering excellence

CCOR DOESN'T COST ...IT PAYS!

ELECTRONICS INC

60 DECIBEL ROAD •STX1TE COLLEGE, PA 16801 •.814-238-2461

Upgrading A
Cable System
To Addressability
By Norman Zachrel, Oak
Communications Systems

IT

oday, many cable operators
are weighing the decision to
upgrade their cable systems
from nonaddressable equipment to one or another form of addressability now available.
Addressable systems provide greater
flexibility in instituting each subscriber's
premium programming. Software controls
the accessability to programming, instead
of relying on hardware such as traps in the
cable distribution plant.
Among the advantages of addressable
systems are:
• Simpler control. Pay-per-view and
premium offering authorizations
can be made by a computer terminal at the headend, rather than
physically installing traps near
each subscriber's house.
• System responsiveness—Subscriber requests for premium ser-

vice can be implemented without
delay.
• Better security—The headend computer can automatically update
home terminal descrambling authorizations at regular intervals,
deterring tampering with the home
terminal.
There's more than one way to upgrade
a system, so care should be taken in
deciding what kind of addressable package is selected.
The best upgrade will match system
demands (in terms of size and ease of
management) with the correct software
package for a cost-effective installation.
This way, the change will have apositive
long-term effect on the system's operation and growth. Several addressable
systems are available in different sizes to
accomodate effective levels of service.

Headend To Home
Conversion
Making the upgrade to addressability

does not require a major rebuild or
extensive changes to the signal distribution plant. Basic changes include installing an addressable headend with appropriate software, acomputer drive and any
necessary peripherals, and addressable
converter/decoders.
The primary change needed for a
system upgrade takes place at the
headend and the home terminals. The
headend choice will affect other equipment, so that decision should be made
first. Addressable software has to be
incorporated into the system at the
headend and acomputer powerful enough
to drive the software has to be installed.
Peripherals such as keyboard terminals
and outboard memories are needed. The
type and number of these units is determined by the individual characteristics—
size and complexity of programming—of
each proposed upgrade.
At the home terminals, converter/decoders incorporating microprocessorbased software must be installed to
October 1982/19

THE BEST
FREQUENCY AGILE HEADEND
CONVERTERS YOU CAN BUY

111111111111

HERE ARE THREE GOOD REASONS TO BUY OUR HEADEND CONVERTERS:

1

We design and engineer every detail of our
converters, to insure high reliability and
excellent performance characteristics.

2

Our converters are packaged separately
and not with amodulator or signal

processor, therefore, our converters
can be used with existing headend
equipment.

3

Synchronous customers know they have
bought the best product available.

WE MAKE THE BEST AND WE'RE PROUD OF IT!
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1701 Fortune Dr., Suite 0 •San Jose, CA 95131 • (408) 262-0541
See us at the Western Show Booth #301.

replace nonaddressable converters.
Traps in place for nonaddressable system operation simply can be bypassed.
Unless two-way interactive will be instituted some day, there is essentially no
difference in specification requirements
for addressable converter/decoders that
can be used with various headends. Oak
converter/decoders must accomodate
the number of channels being offered,
and some extra capacity may be desirable for future expansions in number of
channels offered.
Depending upon how many premium
scrambled channels will be offered, a
number of secure scrambling units will be
needed. Any number of channels can be
scrambled, and some operators may
decide to even scramble basic service.
Peripherals such as disk drives and
keyboard terminals will be needed as well,
with the number determined by the size of
the system and service requirements.

Upgrade Opportunities
There are several ideal times to make
an upgrade. When an operator increases
the number of channels offered, when the
subscriber base is being expanded, or
when additions are being made to amultihub system, an upgrade can be easily and
economically implemented.
One prime opportunity to upgrade a
cable system comes when the system
operator decides to extend the number of
channels being offered. This is asituation
that commonly occurs. An operator may
decide to increase the number of channels in a system from 12 or 16, say, to 24
or 35. Addressable equipment can be
installed at the same time as new headends and converter/decoders.
For a cable system that wants to
expand its subscriber base, any major
extension of the cable plant would
present achance to institute addressability in the new branches and incorporate
addressability into the branches already
operating. When increasing market penetration, the addition of subscribers using
addressability is much simpler in terms of
the work needed on the cable grid. As
already noted, data-coded addresses, not
traps, control which home terminals
receive selected premium program packages.
Similarly, any cable operator with
multiple hubs can install addressability
one branch at a time, spreading the cost
over a longer period to minimize the
financial impact. In both cases, the
increased cash flow from premiumprogram merchandising, combined with
savings from fewer installer-hours, can
pay for the upgrade in areasonable time.
For cable systems that are offering
more complex premium-program packages, such as pay-per-view, installing
addressability can be justified if only to
streamline the record keeping and billing

functions. The addition of some interfacing system to combine billing and
headend functions into asingle accessible
unit can be justified for any system
offering complex programming schedules
for premium tiering. Such a system
provides an efficient and safely redundant
multi-hub system especially where separate multiple antennas must be used to
optimize signal quality or where MSOs are
expanding into many broad markets.
Using telecommunications modems, a
cable system could be installed in one
region and billing could be conducted
from a separate central location at the
MSO's headquarters.

How A Multi-Hub
System Works
For MSOs with a diverse network of
hubs, utilizing the variety of addressable
packages available today can be a big
advantage. Just because an MSO has a
large total subscriber base does not mean
that even the smallest of headend addressable packages would not be appropriate for one of the hubs.
For example, Oak has recently installed
three addressable headends at hubs
operated by an MS0 in Wisconsin. Each
hub had already been operating as a
nonaddressable system, and the operator
decided to upgrade all three simultaneously. The installation illustrates the
versatility of matching different types of
addressable systems to various subscriber base requirements.
Two of the hubs were upgraded using
Oak's TotalControl Cities 2"*. headend. To
drive the software, IBM Series 1 computers were installed. Each of these hubs
had large subscriber bases, requiring
capacities for handling 10,000 to 20.000
converter/decoder bases.
The third hub required a smaller
capacity. For that hub, Oak supplied a
MiniConn', with the potential to handle
8.000 home terminals. A personal computer was sufficient to drive the MiniCon
software. Should the subscriber base in
that hub grow beyond the capability of the
MiniCon system, the headend could be
upgraded using a more powerful computer, while the same converter/decoders could still be used.
For any system operator wishing to
simplify pay-per-view merchandising, or
inaugurate any of the subscriber access
features of addressability, a two-way
interactive addressable headend should
be installed.
The same addressable headend computing hardware is required, but microprocessor-based converter/decoders
must be installed in the home to allow user
entry by the subscriber. With two-way
interactive, aviewer at the home terminal
can plug in a request for a pay-per-view
offering, and immediately have the program delivered. After the program is

TEUEWIR1
Country Wide
Facilities
"See Us At
The Atlantic
Show Booth
Le 137"

to Serve You with all

CABLE SYSTEM
SUPPLIES
FASTER AND
PRICED BETTER
• POLE LINE HARDWARE
•TELEPHONE WIRE &CABLE
•DROP WIRE &MATERIALS
*PASSIVE DEVICES *TOOLS
TEST &CONSTRUCTION EQUIP
•TRUNK &DISTRIB CABLES
*SUPPLIES •CONNECTORS
•STRAND •EARTH STATIONS
• SAFETY EQUIPMENT

SUPPLY CORPORATION
122 CUTTER MILL ROAD GREAT NECK NY 11021
Call TELE -WIRE Collect: 516-829-8484
PENNSYLVANIA
180 MAIN STREET SIMPSON PA 18401 111 282 2340
TEXAS
614 AVENUE IL EAST GRANO PRAIRIE TX 75050 114 988 3216 3127
MICHIGAN
P0 BOX 57346 COWLING ROAD THREE RIVERS MI 49093 616 213 9534
FLORIDA
6111 PORTER WAY SARASOTA FL 33582 813 311 3441
CALIFORNIA
5011 DORKING COURT NEWARK CA 94560 415 194 1821
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through, the converter/decoder automatically scrambles the channel to end
the special offering.

Making The Move
After determining what a cable system
operator needs from an addressable
headend, the first step in a systems
upgrade is conducting a feasibility study
to determine the relative benefits of
switching to an addressable system. Oak
salesmen use a computer-run "Internal
Rate of Return" study to help with this kind
of estimation (see related story below).
Following this, a proposal is generated
based on which software package an

operator wants and what ancillary equipment will be needed for the upgrade.
Some flexibility exists in an upgrade
timetable. Of course, enough time must
be allowed for installation and hookup,
instruction of system personnel, and
actual system turn-on. Total changeout
time from placement of the order to
startup is usually 90 days, with field
service engineers spending four or five
days at the system site. If necessary
overall time can be shortened considerably.
Regardless of system size, a cable
operator can benefit from an upgrade to
addressability. Obviously, the most advantageous time to implement address -

Power off?
keep going...
with É -if-Fi Istandby power
,1

OVER loitíT
OPERATING AND
VEN COAST TO COA
New Franchise or Rebuild?
ALPHA offers you
unsurpassed reliability
along with these features:
• Automatic battery cycling.
• Extended battery life due to
temperature compensated float
and equalize charging.
• Less than 1cycle transfer time.
• Inverter crystal controlled and
line synchronized. 20-30 second
time delay before synchronized
retransfer to utility.
• Epoxy coated aluminum enclosure
for maximum durability.
• All batteries on top to keep
vapours and corrosive emissions
away from electronics.
And for state-of-the-art systems
these options:
APM (Automatic Performance Monitor)
Performs selftesting and monitoring
functions.
Saves costly maintenance time.
For even better operating economy,
talk to us about the new Micro
Processor Status Monitoring
and Control.

ALPHA
TECHNOLOGIES
1305 Fraser St., D-6
Bellingham,
WA 98226
(206) 671-7703
24/October 1982

Scottsdale, Arizona
(602) 948-4484
Napa, California
(707) 255-2010
Marietta. Georgia
(404) 971-1021

Indianapolis, Indiana
(317) 849-7572
Burnaby, B.C.
(604) 430-1476
Pickering, Ontario
(416) 839-5182

ability is at the initial cable system turn-on.
But for those cable systems already in
business, or those operators preferring to
approach addressability one step at a
time, addressable technology is available
in cost-effective packages.
CED

Norman Zachrel is director, field
technical services for Oak Communications Sys ferns. He is responsible for
customer installation and maintenance
of hardware and systems. He joined
Oak in January 1980 as afield service
engineer. Zachrel holds a first class
FCC telephone license.

Internal
Rate Of
Return
Calculations
Cable operators often wonder if "going
addressable" is worth the higher initial
investment that's required.
In weighing the decision, it is clear that
the merits of addressability include
increased revenue opportunities and
reduced operating costs that the technology brings. Yes, the cash outlay up front
is higher: but close anlaysis shows that it
really is a profitable investment in the
long-term performance of a system.
Oak has developed a method of calculating the internal rate of return (IRR)
and payback period for the increased
initial investment for an addressable
system. The formula compares initial
investment with yearly cash inflow over a
given period of time, and is a present
value calculation, taking into consideration the time value of money—what is a
dollar received seven years from now
worth today.
A typical seven-year cable cycle is
shown in the accompanying chart. The
model is based on a mature system
upgrading 30,000 subscribers to addressability.
Some key points in the example:
• The increased investment for an
addressable upgrade, over and above
a non-addressable upgrade, is
$882,000
• A 30 percent pay-per-view (PPV)
penetration, and a $2.75 per subscriber profit per event
• A reduction in box theft rate from ten to
one percent, non-addressable vs.
addressable
The IRR chart details the increases in
system revenues due to additional special
offering (PPV) income and increased
system penetration. The reduced operating costs comprise savings in subscriber

THE NEW TOMCO 5M-2400
STANDBY MODULATOR.
AT $2395"
IT'S THE CLEAR CHOICE.
Available for standard
CATV or liRC channel assignments, Tomco's new SM-2400
Modulator offers synthesized 38channel agility, IF loops and
scrambler compatibility, plus full 60
dB output—with no bandpass fillers needed for adjacent
channel operation. Further, the
microp(ocessor-based SM-2400 incorporates abattery backup for
holding channel selection during
power blackouts.
The Tomco SM-2400
represents an ideal companion to
Catel's TM-2400 Modulator, offering the same performance

characteristics with the addition of
full frequency agility and +60
dBmV output. At $2395, the SM2400 delivers maximum capabilities at minimal cost.
Finally, the new
SM-2400 means
you can have a
complete standby headend system for only
$4545—simply
by teaming it up
with our SR-2001
UHF/VHF Processor. Either
way, for unmatched value,

CATEL/TCIIVICO COMMUNICATIONS
Divisions of United Scientific Corporation
A Data Design Company

4800 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa C ara. CA 95054
(408) 988-7722

the SM-2400 is the clear choice.
For more information,
phone Tomco today at
408-988-7722.

e

The Tomco Standby Headend System

Model D5954
Carpet Punch

disconnects, tiering changes and box
theft.
The annual IRR for the operator sin the
example is quite attractive-58.05 percent. Yearly cash flows are multiplied by a
present value factor at 58.05 percent to
equate them with the initial investment.
The increased cash flow which results
from an addressable upgrade, which is
the sum of net income and the depreciation add-back, also translates into aquick
payback of the higher initial investment.
The operator in this example would
recoup his additional investment in about
21 months.
But what do these figures mean? Not
only does the operator in question get his

additional cash back in less than two
years: he also gets a much more attractive return on the investment over the long
term than he could get in the money
markets—or almost any investment, for
that matter.
It's important to remember that the IRR
figure and the payback period are based
on the difference between the addressable and non-addressable system costs,
and vary according to system assumptions. But the significance of the numbers
is obvious—what initially appears as a
large cash difference is quickly paid back,
while the benefits of addressability keep
paying off throughout the life of the
system.
CEID

Assumptions

Pack APunch
in your

Installer's Pocket
.
and protect
yourself against
damage claims
and unhappy
subscribers

•LEMCO's new carpet punch

cuts a perfect %" diameter hole
through carpet with one strike
of a hammer.

•The cutting edge ejects the
carpet plug then automatically
retracts when not in use.
•The tool body has a knurled
surface for non-slip grip.
•In stock for immediate
shipment.

— Contact Your Lemco Dealer —

LEMCO TOOL CORP.
R.D 2, Box 330A
-- Cogan Station, PA 17728
(800) 233-8713
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Maximum Number of Subscribers:
Number of Scrambled Channels:
Terminal Cost For Total Control System:
Non-Addressable System:
Headend Cost For Total Control System:
Non-Addressable System:
% of Subscribers Who Take Special Off:
Profit (in dollar and cent) per Special Off:
% of Increased Penetration:
Service Call Cost:
% of Subscribers Changing Tiers:
Nonaddressable Theft %:
Total Control Theft %:

No. of Subscribers
No, Spec. Offer/Yr.
Base Rate Per Mo.
% Churn

1983
15000
2
10.00
20.00

1984
30000
4
10.00
20.00

1985
30000
6
10.00
20.00

Incremental
Investment
Headend System
Home Terminals
• Total Equip Costs
• Invest Tax Credit
• Cash Outlay
• Incr. Investment

A. Increase in
Revenue
1. Special Offering
2. Increased
Penetration
Subtotal
B. Reduction in
Operating Cost
1. Disconnects
2. Tiering
Changes
3. Box Theft
Subtotal
Total
C. Increase in
Depm
D. Profit before
tax
E. Income tax
F. Net income
G. Depm & back
H. Inc. in cash
flow

3,000
5
140.00
110.00
90,000
10,000
30.00
2.75
10.00
25.00
20.00
10.00
1.00

1986
30000
6
12.00
20.00

1987
30000
6
12.00
20.00

1988
30000
6
12.00
20.00

System
IC
90000
4200000
4290000
-429000
3861000
882000

1989
30000
6
12.00
20.00

System
Non Add
10000
3300000
3310000
-331000
2979000

o

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

24750

99000

148500

148500

148500

148500

148500

180000
204750

360000
459000

360000
508500

432000
580500

432000
580500

432000
580500

432000
580500

75000

150000

150000

150000

150000

150000

150000

75000
150000
150000
150000
150000
150000
150000
144000
288000
288000 288000
288000
288000
288000
294000
588000
588000
588000
588000
588000
588000
498750 1047000 1096500 1168500 1168500 1168500 1168500
147000

183260

136446

351750
161805
189945
147000

863740
397320
466420
183260

960054 1060709 1083344 1168500 1168500
441625 487296 498338 537510
537510
518429 572783
585006 630990
630990
136446
107791
85156

337000

650000

650000

For H., Inc. in cash flow line: 2460
Discrete rate of return 58.08%

107791

681000

85156

670000

0

631000

0

631000

Lectro Products
introduces the Sentry_5_
the first and only cable TV
standby power supply that
contains advanced
technology...like
standby and ferroresonant
modules that plug inmand out,
plug-in battery charge and
inverter cards, with test points
on the control panel,
automatic switch-over, surge
protection and is available with
a status
•
nito "ng interface.

ond.

mpany
gia 30601 • (404) 353-1159
65.
)
°
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FOR lc ADAY,
YOU CAN STOP
THEFT OF SERVICE.
Vitek introduces
a revolutionary way for
scrambled CATV systems to
protect their Pay-TV revenues.
Vitek's innovative Descrambler/Trap'
is the answer scrambled systems have
been waiting for. It is an unsurpassed
method of protecting scrambled Pay-TV
service from signal theft, by rendering
any tampered or pirate descramblers
inoperable. And at a cost of $3.65 per
trap*, it virtually pays for itself overnight.
The Vitek Descrambler/Trap is secured
outside the home, where it filters out only
the decoding information. This makes any
attempts at stealing your pay service
useless, no matter how devious they are.
Best of all, this trap is compatible with

VITEK
a subsidiary of

virtually every converter/
descrambler on the market.
The new Vitek Descrambler/Trap
is a highly selective and extremely
effective method of protecting your
revenues—especially in high theft
areas. Now, no matter what kind
of descramblers your system has,
you can finally put a stop to unauthorized
descrambling attempts—and their drain
on revenues. To increase your system's
Pay-TV security, call Vitek today. They
will give you all the facts on the new
Descrambler/Trap and send you a
sample for evaluation.
*For quantities of 5,000 and more.

Engineered like no other hap.

AUGAT

VITEK ELECTRONICS, INC., 4 Gladys Court, Edison, New Jersey 08817 (201) 287-3200
©Copyright 1982

No Loose Ends
Part lu
Techniques For Tests And Measurements
Using The Spectrum Analyzer
By Linley Gumm, principal engineer.
Communications Division, Tektronix Inc.

This is the third installment of our continuing series of No Loose Ends. The first
and second parts were presented in the
June and August issues of CEO respectively. This four-part series deals with the
best and most thorough use of the
spectrum analyzer for laboratory quality
CATV tests and measurements, proof of
performance and system maintenance.
This series is a state-of-the-art update of
the widely used original No Loose Ends
published by Tektronix in 1973 and
written by Clifford Schrock. The first part
of this installment deals with distribution
system frequency response measurement.

Figure 8-1

IF

requency response measurements can be performed directly
from the antenna input to the
subscriber terminals. However,
separating the headend measurements from the distribution system
measurements is recommended. Separate measurements are more convenient and help to isolate response problems. The results of the two measurements are then combined algebraically to
verify that total system response is as
specified by the FCC.
The following procedures use a sweep
generator to provide input signals over a
specific frequency range. When carefully
performed, these procedures constitute
one of the most accurate methods of
measuring the frequency response of
CATV system components. Resolution of
± 0.25 dB and accuracy of about ± 0.5 dB
are possible.

Equipment connection for distribution system frequency response
measurement
October 1982/29

While this measurement technique
interferes with normal CATV signals, the
ease and speed with which it can be
accomplished (only one or two sweeps at
each test point) cause an interference
interval of about one to two seconds per
test point.

Equipment Required
1. Spectrum Analyzer: Tek 7L12

Figure 9-1

or 7L14.
2. Mainframe Oscilloscope: Tek 7613.
3. Sweep Generator: Slow sweep and
single sweep capability very helpful.
Frequency coverage to include all
CATV channels.
4. Fixed Attenuator: 75 ohm, 10 dB.
5. Minimum Loss Pad: Tek 011-0112-00
or 011-0118-00.
6. F to BNC Adapter: Tek 013-0126-00.
7 Directional Couplers (2): 8 or 10 dB.

Equipment connection for carrier-to-noise measurement
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Figure 9-2

Procedure
1. Set up the equipment

5.

Measuring noise levels (multiple exposure photo)

6.

7.

•dB

8.

dB
7

dB TO ADD TO
C/N MEASUREMENT
(dB TO SUBTRACT
FROM SMALLER C)N
MEASUREMENTY

6d
SdB

•I

4 dB
3dB
2dB

Hints And Procedures
1. Adopt aconsistent spectrum

dB
I
2dB
'

4dB

6dB

1
6dB

10 dB

12 dB

dB OF BASELINE DROP AS NOISE SIGNAL IS REMOVED
(dB BETWEEN CIN MEASUREMENTS)'
•SEE HINT

Figure 9-3

Analyzer noise floor correction chart
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as illustrated in
figure 8-1.
The sweep generator should be connected to a 10 dB pad mounted
directly on the directional coupler.
Connect the spectrum analyzer to the
test point on the second directional
coupler.
Set the sweep generator for a CW
output signal and tune it to about 50
MHz. Adjust the analyzer's FREQUENCY SPAN for 5 MHz/DIV. RESOLUTION to 300 kHz, and FREQUENCY
controls to center the low band channels in the display (refer to number 1in
Hints and Procedures). Adjust the
sweep generator output amplitude so
that it is about equal to the channel 2
picture carrier amplitude.
Set the sweep generator for a wideband sweep (0 to top system frequency)
with a slow sweep speed. The sweep
frequency should change at about a
2 MHz per second rate.
Adjust the analyzer's REFERENCE
LEVEL control to bring the sweeper
signal to within the top division of the
screen. Set the analyzer to 2 dB/DIV.
Start the sweep generator's sweep.
Increase the scope persistence or use
storage mode to hold the display.
As the low band is completed, rapidly
photograph the resultant display.
Adjust the analyzer's controls to the
mid-band channels and then the highband channels and repeat the measurement (steps 4-7). One or more
sweeps may be necessary to photograph the entire spectrum.

analyzer
tuning method for the various photographs. For instance, for the low band,
tune channel 2to the second graticule
line from the left: for the high band, tune
channel 7to the first line from the left.

Thanks to you — our customers— Century Ill is
on the move with the cable industry. We've moved
to Brea, California and vastly increased the size of our
facilities. We've also added to our staff, installed the latest
state-of-the-art equipment and greatly expanded our
manufacturing, engineering and test capabilities.
For high reliability conventional
and feedforward amplifiers,
contact us at our new
address and phone
number.
îjø

CENTURY III ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
HEADQUARTERS, USA: 610 NEPTUNE AVE., BREA, CA 92621, PHONE (714) 671-2800
Western U.S.
610 Neptune Ave
Brea, CA 92621

Eastern U.S.
530 Pleasantdale
Etuoness Center

Canada
1580 Rand Ave
Vancouver, BC V6P 3G2

Europe
Electro ServIce, NV
Mee Nleuwenduk 40

PhOne (714)671-28130

4025 Pleasantdale Rd
Manta, GA 30340
Phone (404) 441-0411

Telex oess490
Phone (604)2630911

B-2800Mechelen, Seismal
Phone (015) 20 95 75
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CENTURY III ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL, INC

RCA Converters: Addressability,
Compatibility, Security Featured

East: 777 Henderson Blvd., Folcroft, PA 19032.
West/Main Office: 8500 Balboa Blvd., Van Nuys
CA 91409
California License #176131061

Cablevision
Systems
RCA HOT LINES
ARE OPEN!

to serve your CATV equipment
and turnkey needs. Call—

East Coast—Toll Free

1-800-345-8104
(In PA 1-215-237-110W

West Coast—Toll Free

1-800-423-5651

(In Calif. 213-891-7911)

Puzzled About
Headend Type?
RCA Cablevision Systems has
the capability to custom design
and build the headend type of
your choice. Pre-assembled,
tested, packed and shipped by
RCA, all that remains is to unpack, plug-in and turn-on.
Here are some recent
custom headends designed and
built by RCA:
Type
HRC
IRC

Standard

Facility
United Cable TV Corp.
Cupertino, CA
American Cable
Systems, Inc.
Arlington, MA
Camden Communications
Carson, CA

RCA Cablevision Systems has
introduced a modular system for
its KS and M series converters
offering cable operators configuration flexibility—(one way)
addressability is added by attaching abase to the converter. RCA's
addressable system adds a high
level of security. In pay-per-view
use, only a pulse on a particular
enable line at acertain time will
permit viewing. Cable operators
can buy RCA converters now and
upgrade later, or partially equip
systems for addressability as
needed. RCA's KS and M, addressable and non-addressable converters can all coexist on asystem in a
totally compatible fashion.
RCA's KS series is a58 channel or 116 channel (dual cable) unit
utilizing the latest digital technology, and featuring a microprocessor design.
KS converters accommodate
wireless remote control, and
duplicate controls on the set top

unit to cut service calls if the
remote is damaged. The wireless
remote can switch between A and
B cables and stores 15 favorite
channels in its memory. A parental key lock is also available.
RCA's economical M series
rotary dial converters are 36 or 58
channel units with wired remote
available.
RCA's KS and M series converters are field switchable for
standard, HRC and IRC channel
assignments.
By adding addressable base
units to KS or M converters subscribers can be offered up to 127
pay program levels, controlled
from the headend computer.
Signalled from the headend,
an LED on the converter base indicates pay service authorization.
Computer software in RCA's
system is user friendly and interfaces with popular computer billing services. For more information
call or use the attached coupon.

t
—

CED 10/82
Yes! Please rush me full data on RCA's products. Ineed to know more about...

Ei
KS

Digital Converters D Passive Devices
D M Series Converters
D Headend Equipment D Free RCA CAN Systems Poster
Ill Free CATV Systems Manual

D Turnkey Services

D Please contact me at once

Phone (Area Code)

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Clip and mail today to RCA Cablevision Systems, 8500 Balboa Blvd

Van Nuys, CA 91409

DOOR-ALERT

Tektronix 7L14 spectrum analyzer

2.

3.

4.

5.

This makes it easy to compare the
photographs taken at different points
in the system.
When a Tektronix 7L14 is used, the
same procedure is followed except
that the MAX HOLD control is used to
store the sweep information. Turn MAX
HOLD off before retuning the analyzer
and turn it on to make the measurement.
System AGO frequencies will be
shown on the response photos as a
notch. The slow sweep speed avoids
the need for special filters.
Multiple serrations are caused by
reflections in the interconnecting
cables. If similar serrations appear in
the display, or when in doubt, exchange
the cables and insert 10 dB attenuators
at the cable extremities to damp
reflections.
If a generator with slow sweep is not
available, tuning a generator manually
will often suffice.

Just $19.50

won't keep alarming the neighbors.
DOOR-ALERT has a 3-second built-in
delay.
This has two purposes:
1. So the alarm won't sound if
someone just casually touches the
door, and
2. To give you time to deactivate
the alarm.

9. Carrier-To-Noise
Measurement

Keep DOOR-ALERT on the inside of your front door both
while you are at home and while you are away. Nobody will
be able to enter your home. And, of course, it is something
you should have with you on your travels. DOOR-ALERT is
beautifully styled. It measures 41/
2 x 2 x 1 and takes up
almost no room. It works on one 9-volt cell (not included). It
costs just S19.50. (you get two for $34.50) plus $2.00
postage and handling — a great investment for PEACE -OF
MIND.

Capability
The flexibility of the spectrum analyzer
makes it a good instrument to measure
carrier-to-noise (C/N) ratios. However,
as in all measurements concerning noise,
the process is complicated by various
correction factors and bandwidth changes.
A pair of charts is included to simplify the
measurement procedure. These charts
also compensate for the fact that a
logarithmic display will show noise 2.5 dB
lower in amplitude than it actually is.
If a tap level greater than 20 dBmV is
available, the spectrum analyzer can
make 55 dB C/N measurements directly
(omitting a Minimum Loss Pad since the
measurement is over a narrow frequency
range). The following procedure describes
how to make the C/N ratio tests required
by the FCC on all local signals. A method
of measuring first the headend and then
the distribution trunk is described in the
Hints and Precautions section.
A Tektronix 7K11 CATV preamplifier
can be used for situations where a high
tap level is not available. Using this
preamp, 52 dB C/N ratios can be made
with a tap level of 0 dBmV.

Keep the thieves and rapists out of
your home! Protect yourself and
your loved ones with DOOR-ALERT.
Simply slip DOOR-ALERT over the
inside door knob. If anyone touches
the door with his hand. with a key.
or with a tool. DOOR-ALERT will let
out a piercing alarm and send the
intruder on his way. And then it
turns off automatically so that it

GUARANTEE:

Satisfaction

is

completely

guaranteed!

Use

DOOR-ALERT for 15 days. Not pleased? You owe nothing —
not even an explanation. Just return for complete. prompt
refund. You have everything to gain, and nothing to lose. In
fact you•11
wonder how you
ever got along
without
DOOR-ALERT.

Yes! DOOR-ALERT is for me. Please send me
only $19.50 each. plus $2.00 postage and
residents please add 6% sales tax).
Total S
enclosed.

handling

units at
(California

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
SEND TO: DOOR-ALERT

STATE

ZIP

6333 Woodman Avenue
Van Nuys, CA 91401

CED 10/82

e
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The flexibility of the spectrum analyzer makes it a
good instrument to measure
carrier-to-noise (C/N) ratios.
However, as in all noise measurements, the process is
complicated by various correction factors and bandwidth changes.
Equipment Required
1. Spectrum Analyzer: Tek 7L12 or 7L14.
2. CATV Preamplifier: Tek 7K11 (if required. Not usable with 7L14).
3. Mainframe: Tek 7613 or any 7000
series mainframe.
4. Bandpass Filter: 6 MHz to 10 MHz
bandwidth: centered to pass the
channel under test.
5. Attenuator: 75 ohm, 1dB steps, 0to 10
dB range (useful to maximize the
measurement range if the 7K11 is not
used).

•Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
•Plated, hardened, flat-headed
Steel masonry nails, pre-assembled
ready for use.
•Sizes to fit all coaxial cables, including
quad and double shielded, both single
and dual systems. Available in black,
white and grey.
•Sold by most leading distributors —
Ask for Tower by name.
•Write today for samples, literature and a
copy of Tower Cable Clips test results as
required by the British Telephone Company, giving name of your supplier.

Phone or write
for our VHF & UHF tower-mounted arrays.

Pictured over 40 db gain with CPA-2 pre-amp

You can get them in cantilevered
single bays, vertical stacks, stagger stacks
or stagger-stacked quads!
For 30 years SITCO has designed arrays to withstand the severe elements
of weather conditions and to give top performance throughout the world
All arrays are cut to channel and include all the required installation
materials for mast or tower mounting Phone or write today and give us
your requirements We'll give you the best arrays 30 years of experience
can produce

ANTENNAS
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10330 N. E. Marx St.
PO. Box 20456
Portland, Oregon 97220
Phone: (503) 253-2000

Procedure
1. Set up the equipment as illustrated in
figure 9-1.
2. Carefully calibrate the 7L12 and (if
used) the 7K11. Refer to the instruction
manual(s).
3. Select the 1 MHz/DIV FREQUENCY
SPAN and the 300 kHz RESOLUTION
BANDWIDTH. Make sure all video
filters are off.
4. Center the channel carrier to be
measured on the display. Use the
REFERENCE LEVEL controls on the
7K11 and the analyzer (or the 0 dB to
10 dB attenuator) to bring the sync tips
of the carrier signal to the top graticule
line of the display.
5. Switch the processor AGC to manual.
Adjust the processor's GAIN control to
bring the sync back to the same level.
Disconnect the antenna from the
processor and terminate the processor's input. (If preamplifiers and/or
bandpass filters are used, they must
be left in the system. In general,
disconnect the antenna lead from the
first device it connects to and terminate
that device.)
6. Turn on a300 Hz video filter and slow
the sweep speed.
7. Determine the number of dB between
the top of the screen and the noise
level (figure 9-2).
8. Remove the signal from the analyzer.
Note how many dB the noise level falls
as the noise signal is removed from the
analyzer. (figure 9-2).
9. Refer to figure 9-3. Using the number
of dB the noise fell as the signal was
removed, determine how many dB to
add to the C/N measurement in step 7.
This correction compensates for the

This book is
absolutely priceless.
Better yet, it's free.

Our Sylvania Pathmaker CATV Data
Booklet. It's probably the most thumbedthrough, taken-everywhere, used-everyday,
book in the business.
Because every one of its 52 pages is packed wallto-wall with absolutely priceless information:
Conversion tables. Design parameters. Frequency
charts. Cable attenuations. FCC specifications.
And more.
And it's free to cable system technicians, engineers
and operators. Compliments of Sylvania-CATV,
the industry's choice for quality and reliability in trans
mission products and subscriber devices.

For your copy, just send this coupon.
Or give us acall at 800-351-2345 in the continental US except Texas. From Texas, Alaska
or Hawaii, call (915) 594-3555 collect. And when
your first copy gets too worn out to use, just ask and
we'll be glad to send you another one.
Please send me acopy of your Sylvania Pathmaker CATV
Data Booklet.
Name
Title
Company
Address
Zip

SYLVANIA
CATV Transmission Systems

OD

Telephone

GTE Products Corporation, Sylvania CATV Division
10841 Pellicano Dr., El Paso TX 79935
Attn: Marketing Communications Department
CED 10/82

x-axis crosses the noise conversion
curve at 50.3 dB. Therefore the 4MHz
C/N is actually 50.3 dB.

Hints And Precautions

DIFFERENCE FACTORS:
4 MHz SW TO 300 kHz BW
10 LOG 4
43

°

. 11.25 dEI

NOISE BW TO RESOLUTION BW
10 LOG *,
c
=D97 dB
NOISE LOG/DETECTOR ERROR. 2.5 dB
TOTAL 14.7 dB
E.G. 65 dB CIN IS
65 dB-I4.7 dB .50.3 dB ACTUAL

CATV C/N RATIO
14.0 MHz EFFECTIVE
BANDWIDTH)

40

h

30 d13

40 dB

50 dB

60 'd(1

70 dB

80013

CARRIER•TOMOISE RATIOS INDICATED
ON ANALYZER (300 kHz RESBW)

Figure 9-4

Analyzer bandwidth and log error conversion chart

analyzer's own noise when the difference between the measured noise
and the analyzer's noise is less than 10
dB.
10.Add the correction factor obtained in
step 9 to the C/N measured in step 7.
Referring to figure 9-4, use the corrected
C/N value from the spectrum analyzer
to find the C/N for a 4 MHz system.
EXAMPLE: Figure 9-2 shows an un-

corrected C/N of 63 dB and anoise fall
of 5 dB when the signal is removed
from the analyzer.
Referring to figure 9-3, 5 dB along the
x-axis crosses the correction curve at
1.7 dB. Therefore 1.7 dB must be
added to the measurement:
C/N =63 dB + 1.7 dB
= 64.7 dB or 65 dB
Referring to figure 9-4, 65 dB along the

1. In wideband systems, the total input
power can saturate the analyzer's front
end, especially if a preamplifier is
used. A bandpass filter should be used
to protect the analyzer's inputs.
2. Measuring high C/N ratios requires a
high tap level. If the analyzer's input is
protected with a bandpass filter (so
only in-band noise is measured) the
carrier can be moved 10 dB off the top
of the screen by removing RF attenuation after step 6. Proceed as before, but
at 10 dB to the C/N measured in step
7.
3. The C/N of the distribution system can
be determined by performing steps 1
through 4 as given. Skip to step 6. In
step 7, measure from the top of the
screen to the noise floor of an unoccupied adjacent channel. For example, two divisions to the left of the
picture carrier in figure 9-4.
4. If the C/N of the headend and the
distribution system have been measured separately, the two measurements can be combined with the help
of figure 9-3. Note the difference in dB
between the two C/N measurements.
Move along the x-axis to the corres -

450 MHz

80 Channels
PLUS...
the FS 3D-VS Professional SLM
has Built-in Quality Features. .
• +1.0 dB Accuracy
• Electronic Auto. Shut-off
• New High-Impact case
• AC/Battery Operation:
3types of Battery Options;
Nicads, Alkaline or
Carbon Zinc
Available at major CATV Distributors
Call or write for free color brochure

Sadelco.Inc.

75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631 201.569-3323

General representative for Europe: Catec AG Luzern/Switzerland, Habsburgerstr 22. Tel. 041-23-90-56 Telex: TELFI 78168
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NOW
WILL YOU CALL
PIONEER?

I

tis common knowledge
in the cable industry that
RELIABILITY has been a
major problem in the addressable market. Profitable operation for your addressable
system is directly tied to the reliability of the terminal you purchase. E Too many operators
have selected addressable
systems without checking vendor records. They've found out
the hard way what works and
what doesn't. They've experienced catastrophic failure
rates of 10%, 40%... in some
cases, 100% failure. E Since
1977, Pioneer has had addressable units in the field, operating every day. Their failure rate is currently less than 1% per
month. This kind of low failure performance over several years of
thorough testing in an actual operating environment is your assurance of Pioneer's strength and dependability in addressable systems.

'''aerammargio.

Li Only the strong will survive over the five to ten year
lifetime projected for payback
in addressable operation. The
Pioneer One-Way Addressable is your key to acost
effective, profitable addressable system. Its
technology is tested.
Its modular design dramatically reduces your
inventory costs for servicing. It's engineered
for rugged duty and
security of service. It's
attractive to subscribers.
And, its delivery will be
on time. E Look at what's
happened to other operators. Don't gamble with
your addressable system.
Call Pioneer... NOW!

(i) PIONEER®
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA. INC

2200 Dividend Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43228, (614) 876-0771, Outside Ohio, 1-800-421-6450
1982, Pioneer Communications of America, Inc.

If all addressable
systems look alike,
you havent looked
hard enough.

When it comes to selecting an
addressable system, it's like aforest.
But once you know what to look
for, it's easy to get out of the woods.
First, look at the
hardware.
The heart of addressable hardware
is the computer. So you can't afford
anything less than the best.
That's why Oak addressable systems
use an IBM Series 1computer.
It's famous for its reliability and
nationwide sales and service backup.
In subscriber terminals,
look beyond pretty cases and into
performance. Look for things like a
"favorite channel" memory for fast,
easy tuning, parental control and
durable membrane keyboard entry.
Finally, make sure everything's
covered by afull year's warranty.
That way you won't get caught out
on alimb.

Look at software performance.
See if it offers modular programs
for you to pick and choose the kind
of input and output you need.
You want asystem that takes into
account versatile record access,
allows entry to common menus with
asingle keystroke and interfaces
with your billing system for highly
efficient and accurate operation.
Make sure you and your software
speak the same language.
Your addressable system should
have asimplified design with plain
English menus, so your own people
can be trained to use it quickly.
Finally, find the right suppliers.
Talk to someone who's thoroughly
experienced in designing and
building everything from 35 to 56
channel converters/decoders, and
one- and two-way addressable
systems. That way you'll get exactly
what you need.

Only Oak Communications
Systems (formerly Oak
Communications CATV Division)
has everything you're looking for
in an addressable system. Backed
by over 15 years in the cable TV
business, Oak invented and
introduced state-of-the-art
addressability and has aproven
track record of having the most
addressable systems in operation
in the U.S. today.
Now, here's how to get
started.
For more information on Oak
addressable systems, call or write us
today. Remember, when you buy an
addressable system from Oak, you
never have to worry about being lost
in the woods.
Oak: The first choice in
addressability.

OAK

Oak Communications Systems
P.O. Box 517 Crystal Lake. Illinois 60014
815/459-5000
Subsidiary of Oak Communications Inc.

Lui

WE BUILD
BETTER TRAPS!

AND WANT TO PROVE IT TO YOU... FREE

New Tier Trap Series keeps lower adjacent
channels fully usable!
Excellent performance no other tier trap can match! It's yours with
quality Intercept Tier Traps for low, mid, high and superband channels.
Designed and engineered not to affect the lower adjacent
channel thanks to extreme network sharpness. Attenuation is -60
db. And the network remains stable over a wide temperature
range. Printed circuit board construction delivers outstanding electrical performance and durability.
Built to take it! Nickel-plated brass construction
is corrosion-resistant. PVC boot seals against
port preventing degradation to connection.
They're everything you want highperformance tier traps tc be, including
economical!

Call now toll-free
(800) 526-0623 for your free trap.

II7TERCEPT
111111•111

Intercept Corporation, 220 Entin Road, Clifton, NJ 07014 (201) 471-2212

.11111111111011.111.1,A..,le:
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ponding (difference) value in dB. Move
up to the curve and subtract this value
from the smaller of the two C/N
measurements.
EXAMPLE: If the headend C/N is 53
dB and the distribution system C/N is
58 dB, the difference is 5 dB. Enter
figure 9-3 at 5 dB and find the correction factor at 1.7 dB. The combined
C/N is then 53 dB-1.7 dB=51 dB.
If one C/N value is 10 dB or more
smaller than the other, for all practical
purposes the smaller value is the
combined headend and distribution
system C/N.
5. The 2.5 dB correction is due to
differences between the RMS and
AVERAGE amplitudes of CW and
noise signals. If one has anoise signal
and a CW signal with the same RMS
amplitude, the AVERAGE amplitude at
the noise signal will be 2.5 dB less than
the amplitude of the noise signal. A 0.8
dB correction is included since the 300
kHz resolution bandwidth filter typically
has a noise bandwidth of 240 kHz.

Alternate Signal-To-Signal
Noise Measurement
Capability
The Tektronix 1430 and 147 noise test
sets are capable of measuring signal-tonoise (S/N) ratios from 20 dB in 1 dB

TEST POINT

DEMODULATOR

4.2 MHz
LOW PASS
FILTER

1430 OR 147A

USE WITH
147A ONLY

WAVEFORM
MONITOR

7511
TERM

Figure 9-5

Equipment connection for alternative noise measurement

increments. The actual performance is
dependent upon the performance of the
demodulator and the customer tap level.
The test sets are capable of easy and
consistent measurements

Equipment Required
1. Test Set 1430 or 147A
2. Demodulator: Tek 1450-1 /TDC1 /
TDC2 or equivalent.
3. 1480 Waveform Monitor: or Oscilloscope with delayed sweep.
4. BNC Terminator: 75 ohm, Tek 0110055-00.
5. Low Pass Filter: 4.2 MHz (only with
147A), Tek 015-0212-00.

Procedure
1. Connect the equipment as illustrated
in figure 9-5.
2. Use a 4.2 MHz low-pass filter with a
147A. The filter is built into the 1430.
3. Tune the demodulator to the desired
channel and fine tune for the least 4.5
MHz intercarrier as indicated on the
waveform monitor.
4. Calibrate the waveform monitor for 1
volt or 140 IRE units.
5. Set the video output level on the
demodulator such that the sync of the
incoming signal is exactly 40 IRE units.
6. Select the line containing the calibrated
noise generator on the waveform

P. 0. Box 1106 Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Employee Owned Corporation

IN CANADA: Incospec Electronics, Inc.,
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Because of ...

Langer
Life and
Reliability
We Have The Most
Popular Hex Crimp Tool

Figure 9-6

Match level with input signal

Figure 9-7

Adjust noise amplitude until the center area is indistinguishable from the
rest of the line

Compression
Adjustment
extends the life
of the tool and
gives acorrect
crimp Jonger.

o Positive crimp action eliminates
the need for aratchet.
o Each tool is complete without
changing jaws.
D Broadest line of Hex Crimp

Tools available.

We manufacture Hex Crimp Tools
for all R.F. Connectors.
Contact your Cable Prep Distributor
for information on stripping coring
tools and coring tools.

r

Cable
ilLa Prep ®
Ben Hughes Communication
Products Co.
P.O. Box AS
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
203/388-3559
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monitor. The noise can be programmed
onto an unused line such as line 17,
field 1.
7. Match the calibrated noise generator
level to the incoming noise and read
the noise directly from the dials. This is
the S/N ratio (figures 9-6 and 9-7).
8. The signal-to-noise ratio as requested
by the FCC in 376 605(9) is actually
the carrier-to-noise ratio which can be
obtained by adding 4dB to the reading
obtained in step 7.
EXAMPLE: For areading of 41 dB S/N
on the 147A or 1430, add 4dB to obtain
a 45 dB signal-to-noise ratio (C/N) to
satisfy 376.605(9).
CIED

Linley F. Gumm was raised on an
Eastern Washington wheat ranch. He
hold a B.S.E.E. degree from Washington State University and a M.S.E.E.
degree from the University of Washington. He began his career with
Tektronix in 1964 and now holds the
title of principal engineer. As amember
of the engineering group within the
Frequency Domain Instrumentation
Business Unit, part of the Communications Division, at Tektronix, Inc., in
Beaverton, Ore., Gumm has been
associated with the development of
spectrum analyzer instruments.

LEMCO TOOL CORP.
CALL TOLL FREE
(800) 233-8713

A BAD LOOP IS
A WEAK LINK

Loops can make or break your proofof-performance. Loops with ripples
and/or dislocated center conductors
cannot be tolerated In any system,
even if you offer fewer than twelve
channels. The Lemco Looper makes
perfect loops in absolutely any cable.
The forming pressure is kept In the
action of the tool and not applied
directly to the cable. That is why it

LEMCO'S PROOF-OF-PERFORMANCE
IS YOUR PROOF-OF-PERFORMANCE
Arrows indicate simultaneous
radial and lateral arm movement.

can form loops in dual one-inch
cables with ease and without
damage (Model No. G240).

Model No. G120
The Model G120 Lemco Looper
forms 12" flat-bottom loops 6" deep
in dual .750 trunk and dual .500
feeder — four cables at one time. A
unique combination of simple
mechanics guides the cables into the

Open position to accept cable.

accepted flat-bottom configuration.
As the loop forming arms rotate the
cables, the arms simultaneously
move laterally toward each other as
cable is required for the 6" loop
depth. This combined tool action
moves the cable into the loop form
with minimum force and eliminates
stretching, rippling and premature
cracking of the aluminum
conductor. A combination of five
different tool motions are activated
and synchronized by turning adrivescrew handie.

DISTRIBU FEO BY:

Anixter Communications
Skokie, IL
312-677-2600 (bd. 456)

Cable IV Supply Co.
Los Angeles, CA.
213-2044440

Midwest Corp.
Clarksburg, W.V.
304-622-4700

TEAM Distributing
Milwaukee, W.
414-263-7001

Best Communications
Corp.
Reidsville, GA.
912-557-6756

CWY Electronics
Lafayette, IN.
317448-1611

Nelson Electric
Dallas, TX
214-741-6341

Tele-Wire Supply Corp.
Great Neck, N.Y.
516-829-8484

Pole Line Corp.
Bronx, N.Y.
212-829-1070

WC Supply Co.
Hershey, PA.
717-533-4982

S.A.L. Cable Comms., Inc.
Melville. N.Y. 11 747
516-694-7110

WESCO
Syracuse, N.Y.
315-437-5587

Larry Borson Co.
LaHabra, CA.
211697-6852
Cable Services, Inc.
Williamsport, PA.
717-323-8518

Davco Electronics
Batesville, AR.
501 793 3816
KES-Klungness
Elect. Supply
Iron Mountain, MI.
906-774-1755

Before.

After.
By installing RF Monolithics'
CTVF-3 filter, you can easily eliminate
picture distortion resulting from adjacent television channel interference.
And you can clear up the picture
for under $17*. Which is less than the
cost of an ineffective service call.
To install the filter, all the serviceman
does is connect the cigarette pack-sized unit
between the channel converter and television.
Instantly, aclear, sharp picture appears. And
you have ahappy, satisfied subscriber.
So, if you want to cut down on expensive
service calls, get the filter that won't cost you
abundle to purchase and install. The CTVF-3.

*In quantities of 1,000.

Only from RF Monolithics. The leader in surface acoustic wave (SAW) components to the
cable television industry.
For more information, contact RF
Monolithics, 4441 Sigma Road, Dallas, TX
75234. Or phone (214) 233-2903.

RFMonolithics, Inc.
4441 Sigma Road
Dallas, Texas 75234
214 233-2903
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Pioneering Design
Philosophies For
Addressable Service
This article, delivered at an Eastern Show technical session on addressability, discusses
some of the key issues involved in the successful ilmplementation of an addressable system
based on Pioneer's past experience in developing large scale CATV addressable systems.
The design philosophies for multi-pay service, pay-per-view and theft of service that
developed from some rather atypical experiences of the first system are addressed, and
experiences in two-way operation that influenced later two-way and one-way designs are also
covered.

By Michael Hayashi, sales engineer,
Pioneer Communications of America

p

ioneer's venture into the CATV
industry started in 1972 as one
of two major corporate diversification efforts—the other
being laser disc development.

In 1975, the first of 50,000 interactive
terminals were delivered to Warner Cable
(now Warner Amex Cable) in Columbus,
on schedule, to meet the start of their wellpublicized QUBE project. Pioneer's primary responsibility in this joint effort was
development of the technology, mass
production of addressable converters
and the system control software. Warner's
responsibilities were operations and
development of the QUBE system. System operation began in mid-1977 with full
two-way addressability to control the first
multipay interactive CATV system.
Since 1977, several new models have
been introduced to meet the specific
needs of large metro cities such as
Cincinnati, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Houston,
St. Louis, Chicago. Milwaukee and others.

The BT-1000 System
Pioneer's initiation into the CATV
market was not a pleasant experience.
Obviously, being a first generation terminal, the BT-1000 had its technical and
operational problems. As well as being
addressable, Columbus QUBE was the
first impulse pay-per-view capable system, providing subscribers with nine
channels of 24-hour on-demand premium programming. Naturally, the perceived

value of the programming was very high.
Shortly after the introduction of the first
addressable terminals, subscribers developed various "cheating" methods.
These methods soon spread throughout
the system, even though the addressable
converters in use had all the conventional
theft of service protection (e.g., scrambling).
All was not lost, though, because of the
upstream status reporting feature. This
unique opportunity allowed us to analyze
the status from individual terminals in the
system. We were not only able to determine how much theft of service was
occurring, but how that theft of service
was taking place. We could literally "see"
illegal entries into the converter, as well as
"no answers" for terminals which stopped
responding to the command from the
control center.
We soon found that a service call on
every attempt at illegal entry was not
practical, but we could at least keep track
of the situation. Through this costly
experience in theft of service, Pioneer
determined it was our coroorate responsibility to design control over theft of
service into the terminal and system. With
this decision, the BT-1000 went through a
mass modification at Pioneer's own
expense.
We also learned that, as a CATV
system supplier experienced in consumer
products, our responsibilities must be
extended to both the cable operator and
the consumer. In other wards, we had to
solve the cable operator's :heft of service
problem and give the subscriber a very
high grade product. If we could do that,
then both parties would have a reliable
system.

Here are some other things we learned
about addressability from those early
experiences. From the viewpoint of day to
day cable operation, we quickly learned
the importance of overall system integrity
in order to maintain a reliable data
communication path. As you know,
addressability means remotely controlling
certain functions of aterminal. Obviously,
then, to ensure that proper services
activation and correct billing take place, it
is critical that all information to and from
the addressable terminal is reliable.
There was also a demand for better
quality on the converter side. With the
start of the Columbus QUBE system back
in 1977, customers were no longer 12channel CATV subscribers, but multiplepay subscribers. We were no longer
dealing with subscribers who were receiving pictures at the mercy of the cable
operator, but instead with subscribers
who were buying premium merchandise.
You know that in 1977 there was a lot to
be desired from the quality of available
converters.
Stemming from our consumer market
consciousness, we felt it was our responsibility to give that new grade of subscriber a higher quality converter. That
led to the employment of adjacent channel
traps and an input buffer amplifier for the
sys:em to offer an interference-free
picture to each subscriber.

Redesigning The BT-1000
The BT-1000 terminal, still used in the
Columbus system today, is probably the
only Pioneer product that ever crossed
the Pacific Ocean for amajor modification.
But it wasn't enough to simply banciaici the
October 1982/45

BT-1000. We had to completely redesign
the unit to eliminate tampering. So again,
our first experiences with tampering,
coupled with a responsibility to solve the
problem, provided the impetus to redesign.
Here are some of the design objectives
we attempted to meet in the redesign of
the two-way addressable. and some
examples of how they affect the design of
the one-way addressable.
Objective #1
Provide protection against theft of
service. Pioneer strongly believes that
"the cable operator should not give any
tools to the subscriber to defeat his own
system." This may sound simplistic;
however, it ultimately places the problem
of theft of service on the converter
manufacturer as well as the cable operator.
The vast majority of bootleg converters
sold on the black market today are
original products that have been tampered
with, rather than homemade devices. We
had to make the terminal useless if broken
into, and then, make the individual parts
within useless as well. An example of how
we accomplished this in the one-way
terminal is to design the PLL circuitry right
into the converter module. That converter
module is nearly impossible to take out
and use as a standard tuner.
Objective #2
Eliminate subscriber incentives for

Figure 1

Cost of Unreliability
Assuming 10,000 converter customer base, $120 per unit base
at 1%=100 units
$ 2,000
$ 1,800

at 5%=500 units
$ 10,000
$ 9,000

$ 3,800/mo.

$ 19,000/mo.

$45.600/yr.

$228,000/yr.

cost of service inventory
first year only cost

$18,000

$ 90.000

total costs for first year
(10.000 units)
total cost per unit first year
total cost per unit subsequent years

$63,600

$318,000

$6.36
$4.56

$31.80
$22.80

$126.35
$130.92
$135.48
$140.04
$144.60
$167.40

$151.80
$174.60
$197.40
$220.20
$243.00
$357.00

$47.40

$237.00

% per month failure
service call cost at $20 ea.
repair cost at $18 ea.
total cost per month
recurring cost
total cost per year
recurring cost

real per unit cost
$120 base price plus failure cost
year 1
year 2
year 3
year 4
year 5
year 10
cost of unreliability for 10 years
per converter

theft of service. The biggest incentive to
beat a scrambling system comes from
seeing a scrambled picture. Rather than
turning adescrambler on and off, the best
thing to do is off-tune the converter so
your subscriber sees noise rather than

scrambled video.
Another incentive to cheat can be
eliminated by a sophisticated hardware
configuration. We learned that the original
BT-1000 was easily entered, tampered
with and then reassembled. Today's

TIE IT. MOUNT IT. WRAP IT. MARK IT.
CATII CABLE INSTALLATION MADE EASY.
Acomplete line of products for wiring and installing cable
either indoors or outdoors.
Hiatt Cable Clips. The standard of the industry. Contour
design protects cable from being pinched or crushed. Clips
onto cable. Hardened steel nail will drive into wood, brick,
mortar or concrete.Eleven sizes in natural, grey and black
including single and dual size for RG 59.
Electro-Te Cable Ties. Aone-piece, self-locking adjustable
tie in many sizes with and without amounting head for securing
and lashing cable. Available in natural or black.
Adjustable P-Clips. The only completely adjustable clip of its
kind.
Spiroband r". Spiral wrapping that forms afirm yet flexible
protective sleeving. In avariety of materials and sizes.
Clip-on Markers. For coding and identification. Just clips
onto the cable. Made of rigid PVC. Easy to use and will last the
life of the cable under all environments.
Slip-on Sleeve Markers. Designed to be fitted before termination is made. Flexible PVC.
Want more information about these and other products such
as aterminal strip that can be field cut to any number of poles?
Write or call your local Electrovert sales office.

0

Ifthere'sa better way, you can depend on Electrovert

ELECTROVERT
399 Executive Blvd., Elmsford, New York 10523

la Comb: Electrovert Ltd, 3285 Cavendish Blvd., Montreal, P.O., H4B #2L9, Tel: (514) 488-2521

NORCROSS (404) 441-3644 • DALLAS (214) 241-5696 • ELMSFORD (914) 592-7322 • ROSEMONT (312) 678-5557 • SANTA ANA (714) 835-2033
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More and more successful cable
operations are playing cur song. It
only has one note, but its beautiful
music for anyone trying to find
illegal hookups, minor breaks, and
bad connectors.
The ST-1C headend transmitter
sends a crystal-controlled s:gnal at
107.997 MHz. The 1050 Hz tone is
repeated five times with 5dB steps
between each beep. This allows
the technician to quickly home in
on the source of the radiation leak.
The CR-1B receiver is
permanently set to receive at

IC17.997 MHz. A tone squelch
feature lets the receiver operate at
maximum gain while patrolling,
without annoying background
noise. As soon as the receiver
detects the 1050 Hz tone, it
automatically activates the audio.
And the CR-1B goes anywhere. It
can be mounted easily in your
patrol vehicle or used portably,

W AVE ,EK

since it operates on 110 VAC or
+12 VDC.
Something else you'll like the
sound of: the price. If you want to
hear more, write or call Wavetek
Indiana, 5808 Churchman, PO. Box
190, Beech Grove, Indiana 46107.
Phone Toll Free 800-428-4424. In
Indiana (317) 787-3332. TWX 810
341-3226
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Cable TV Services
(214) 494-3348
TX, AK LA, OK
CATV Services
(415) 651-4331
N. CA, NV
ComSe Sales
(404) 953-7870
GA, AL, NC,
SC, TN, MS, FL
CWY Electronics
(317) 448-1611
IN, MI,WI, IA, IL, KY
National Corn Sery
(215) 657-4690
Wash. D.C., MD, DE,
EPA, VA, S. NJ
Northern CATV
(315) 463-8433
NY, CI', RI, MA,
VT, N NJ, NH, ME
Western CATV
(213) 539-8030
S. CA, WA, OR

COMMUNICATIONS

stocks Siltron Illumination
A.C./standby power supplies
3ILTRON ILLUMINATION INC

Start with A.C. unit •Short Circuit Protection
•Compact 24x24x16" size.
Lightweight, only 50 lbs.

Separate Modular Inverter for easy installation
or removal •Inverter can be added into the
system at afuture date.

30/60 volt (tap selectable) 900
•Field Replacement Logic ontrol Board

"Accu-Pulse" Charging Systel77
mws
1t1r
.-----i
automatic equalization •Short circuit protection
•Dual output ports •Pedestal mounted or
pole mounted.

MOM
COMMUNICATIONS
Call our ...liCTIDN
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toll-free or collect.

WEST ANCHORAGE: (907) 274-8525; DENVER: (303) 741-2900 (800) 525-7391; FAIRBANKS: (907) 456-1815;
IRVINE, CA: (714) 556-6270 (800) 854-0443; PORTLAND: (503) 285-2245; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760 (800) 4264821 MIDWEST CHICAGO: (312) 640-1156 (800) 323-6645; HOUSTON: (713) 674-8035 (800) 231-5006; ST. LOUIS:
(314) 423-9555 (800) 325-80581EASTI ATLANTA: (404) 449-6533 (800) 241-5790; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980
(800) 631-9603; CLEVELAND: (216) 641-0609 (800) 321-2566; TAMPA: (813) 626-7115;

CANADA, PICKERING

(TORONTO): (416) 839-5182
In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 PM., call toll free 1-(800) 323-8166.
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER BROS., INC. 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (312) 677-2600
(C- 1982 Anixter Bros.. Inc.

plastic-covered terminals give the subscriber a tremendous incentive to cheat,
especially when they are easily opened
with conventional tools. Even if they can't
figure out the circuitry, you've probably
got a damaged unit on your hands.
The box must be physically protected
to an extent that any attempt of illegal
entry leaves some sort of physical
evidence. For this reason, our addressable converters are encased in steel, and
a special "access trap" is built into the
design making it virtually impossible to put
the box back together without returning it
to the operator's service lab.
Objective #3
Prevent theft of service from within.
We know that theft of service can come
from within your own organization. To that
end, spare parts control, inventory control
and servicing methods were developed to
make theft of service from within very
difficult. For example, there are certain
circuits within the Pioneer addressable
unit designed to foil tampering attempts.
Those circuits are buried deep within the
three main modules and it takes aspecial
device to reset those circuits. This design
philosophy takes your converter maintenance personnel out of the circuit repair
loop and out of the theft of service loop.
Objective #4
Prevent theft of service from bootleg

operation. As mentioned earlier, the vast
majority of the so-called black boxes
available on the street today are actually
tampered-with converters, rather than
true bootleg devices. Effective protection
against this must be a part of the design
philosophy of the system as well as of the
addressable converter.
A. Local disabling. If the box is
broken into, the hardware contained
in the box must be rendered useless.
This must happen regardless of the
power application. An electromechanical device to perform this
function was developed during the
redesign stages, and has eliminated
virtually all theft of service due to
tampering.
B. Detection of abnormal system
status. This requirement is extremely
important in the one-way addressable
design since the terminal must be
able to identify abnormal system
status. Abnormal system status
includes conditions such as loss of
address, loss of clock, loss of carrier,
etc., even illegal scrambling conditions.
In fact, a great burden is placed on the
one-way addressable converters for
identifying system problems. This is
contrary to what one may think about the
complexity of a one-way versus a twoway addressable unit.

For example, in a one-way system, it is
left up to the addressable terminal to
determine whether the data communication path disappears due to attempted
theft, or actual system failure. In a twoway system, the headend contributes
substantially to this function of terminal
protection.
The vendor's criteria to meet all of the
theft of service variables could place a
considerable amount of operational
restrictions on the cable operator. It's not
easy designing the addressable converter
so that it has this protection yet allows for
normal operation such as installation and
disconnects. Not only that, the unit has to
be easily maintained to keep those
operational costs down.

Addressable Converter
Maintainability
Let's assume that we have done the job
of eliminating the big problem of theft of
service through tampering and other
means. The next important thing we
learned came not just from cable television, but from selling consumer products
for years... and that is product reliability
and maintainability. We can't think of
anything more important to the success of
addressability than reliability.
If you agree that one of the main
reasons for addressability is to decrease
continued on page 57

Upgrade your Starline 20* system to 35 channels.
Quickly. Easily. Economically.
For as little as 30% of the cost of a rebuild, you can
upgrade your Starline 20 system to 35-channel
capability and greatly improve your system's overall
performance.

81AK 43

We now have replacement electronics for all Jerrold
Starline 20 equipment on our shelves and ready for
installation. In most cases the upgraded modules will
equal or better the performance of completely new
units.
In addition to delivering increased channel capacity,
Broadband replacement electronics provide improved
distortion and signal-to-noise specifications. And
increased surge protection means a much more
reliable system.
Because ifs as simple as plugging in a spare module,
you'll find installation quick and easy. If you wish, we
can do the installation for you. Either way, the new
channels can be earning their keep in a matter of
weeks, not months. Think of it. No new cable or equipment. No splicing. No down-time.
Consider your system's needs and let us help you plan
an upgrade that will win new subscribers and
generate cash flow. Quickly. Easily. Economically.
"Starline is aregistered trademark of Jerrold Electronics
Corporation. Broadband Engineering is not asales agent for
Jerrold products and in no way offers Jerrold products for sale.

Broadband's BMK-43 & 54 Installed in
Jerrold SAM module.

Features lib-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Push-pull hybrid circuitry
35-channel capability
Improved system capability
Improved distortion specifications
Low noise figure
Adjustable equalizers available
Quickly Installed/operational
Low cost

For free specification sheets and pricing, call our tollfree number (800-327-6690) or write Broadband
Engineering, Inc., P.O. Box 1247, Jupiter, Florida 33458.
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See us at the Atlantic Cable Show Booth #51-53.
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SAW FILTER TV MODULATOR
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH!
Phasecom's New Earth Station Modulator

High Performance/Low Cost
The Model 106 is afull specification
modulator ideally suited to interface
with satellite receivers. It also has a
very modest price tag. With features
like a SAW filter, output AGC, 60dB

down spurious at afull +60 dBmV output; all in a quality package. No one
can match it at $895. So now, every
time you add a new satellite service,
you don't have to compromise with a
low performance modulator.

Now in stock at leading distributors.

e

PHASECOM CORP.

6365 Arizona Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90045
213/641-3501
Telex: 181899

Product Profile

T

he directional couplers listed on the following pages
are either main line passives, pedestal or wall mount
couplers used for signal distribution. In most cases the
manufacturer has designed the product for aspecific
application, but that application may be flexible depending upon the needs of the operator.
Directional couplers ease the splicing and installation of drop
cable in the home and, in most cases, secure directional splices
on the strand. Typically, a directional coupler is used where a
cable connection would result in the bending or kinking of the
cable and degrade that cable's performance. For multi-unit
dwelling installations the "T" type coupler or the right angle
coupler (for wall plate mounts) are convenient ways of
distributing the CATV signal without having to bend or loop
distribution lines.
The directional coupler is differentiated from the directional tap
in that the coupler is used downstream, in or outside of the
subscriber's home, totally non-power passing. The directional
tap is completely power passed. Directional couplers can pass the
UHF band alone or they can pass both the UHF and VHF bands.
All of the manufacturers listed stock directional couplers in
varying isolation values. As always, CED suggests that the
individual manufacturers be contacted for complete information.
The prices listed are single unit prices unless otherwise
indicated.

Directional
Couplers
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Model

Freq.
Range

Mount

Return
Loss

Insertion
Loss

Isolation

Hum
Modulation

Special
Features

Availability

Cost

Blonder-Tongue, Old Bridge, New Jersey
4898

5-300 MHz

Pedestal r
wall plate

8dB at 5MHz.
20 dB at
40 MHz

28 dB min.

3dB max

N.A.

High isolation prevents interference from other subscribers in the system.
Miniature size provides flexibility for use in wall outlet
boxes; anodized aluminum
enclosure prevents damage
to internal circuitry;
available in six isolation
values, non-power passing
with F-type fittings.

Immediate

$6.48

28 dB min

14dB max

-70 dB
max.

Excellent return loss down
to 5MHz; housing
tapped % inch; 24 TPI
for standard entry port
connectors. Center seizures
accommodate up to 0.172inch diameter center conductor; Three isolation values.

6weeks
ARO

N.A

2dB max.

-60 dB
max

All models use hybrid
circuits: modules are
retained by hex head
mounting screws; power
passing chokes carry up to
15 amperes; die cast
aluminum alloy housing
and lid; integrated
silicon rubber/ monel mesh
gasket; stainless steel
shoulders on all ports;
five isolation values.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

C-COR Electronics Inc., State College, Pennsylvania
S400
Series

5-450 MHz

Strand or
pedestal

22 dB min

$32 ($25.60
in lots of 50)

Century Ill Electronics, Anaheim, California
3416-20

5-400 MHz

Strand

IA (1B min

Gamco Industries Inc., Roselle, New Jersey
GTO/F

5-450 MHz

5546

Pedestal o
wall plate

20 dB min

30 dB min.

1.5 dB max.

N.A.-

Designed to allow one
distribution line of low
loss and one line of a
pre-selected loss: for use
in apartment buildings in
place of cascade splitters: tap port on the
face of the unit for use
with wall plate; painted
terneplated steel housing,
"F" type fittings, five
isolation values.

Strand

18 dB min.

25 dB min

2.2 dB max

-70 dB max

Designed
and manufactured for
mainline applications; plated
die cast aluminum housing:
can be used with feedthru or pin type
connectors of any size.

N.A.

Cast aluminum housing
adaptable for pole or
pedestal mounting; developed
for STARLINE series
of equipment, center conductor seizure mechanism; 10
amps carrying capacity

General Instrument, Jerrold Division, Hatboro, Pennsylvania
STC
Series

5-450 MHz
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Strand or
pedestal

19 (18 rnin

22 dB min.

2.4 dB max.

N.A.- Not Available

Immediate

$34

Model

Freq.
Range

Mount

Return
Loss

Isolation

Insertion
Loss

Hum
Modulation

Special
Features

Availability

Cost

Intercept Corporation, Clifton, New Jersey
UVDC

5-890 MHz

Pedestal or
wall plate

15 dB mn

18 dB min.

.5 dB max.

N.A.

Irridite plating; die cast
housing, precision machined
threads; compact size; right
angle for wall mount:
eight isolation values

2.2 dB max.

N.A.

Zinc die cast case with
machined threads; right ange for wall plate
mounting, mounting tab on
DC model, AC/DC
isolated on output port.

Immediate

$1.50

Macom Industries, Los Angeles, California
DC-DCW

5-450 MHz

Pedestal or
wall plate

16 dB min.

30 dB min.

N.A.

N.A.

Magnavox CATV Systems Inc., Manlius, New York
MX-5TFC

5-440 MHz

Strand or
pedestal

18 dB min

24 dB min.

4.3 dB max.

-70 dB
max.

Model MX-5ITFC contains
same electronics as model
listed above but has an
lrridite/Profilm finish,
wire mesh gaskets and
sealed F ports. 5TFC
series includes 2- and 3-way
splitters and 8, 12 and 16
dB isolation values;
aluminum alloy body;
sealed shoulders on connector bosses; 14 amp '
power passing and secure
center conductor seizure.

Immediate

$23.(avg)

RMS Electronics Inc., Bronx, New York
CA-1 090/M

5-400 MHz

Pedestal or
wall plate

15 dB min

25 dB min

2dB max

CA-2090/M

16 dB min.

25 dB min.

2.1 dB max

Right angle coupler suitable for indoor or outdoor
use; totally shielded and
weather-proof housing—die
cast with "chromate"
plating; all terminals
machine threaded. Extra
long tap terminal permits
mounting to awall plate.
Eliminates bending of coaxial
cable through direct downward and upward installation of cable.

CA-2012 S

17 dB min

20 dB min.

3.7 dB max.

Zinc die cast silver plated
housing; non-power passing
two-tap port; seven
insertion values available.

20 dB min.

2.4 dB max

-65 dB
max.

Weatherproof housings. seized
center conductors; 1Ye-inches
between port center lines:
four isolation values.

20 dB min.

2.4 dB max.

N.A.

Die cast painted housing;
stainless steel inserts and heat
shrink collars; 100 percent
pressure tested; center conductor seizure assemblies;
heavy duty chokes for ten
amp capacity with low hum
modulation.

N.A.

Zinc die cast silverplated housing, eight
insertion values available.

Immediate

N.A.

Sylvania, CATV Division, El Paso, Texas
3600B
Ser [us

5-450 MHz

Strand or
pedestal

18 dB min

Immediate

$17.50

Texscan/Theta-Com, Phoenix, Arizona
XR2DC
Series

5-440 MHz

Strand or
pedestal

18 dB min.

N.A.-Not Available

Immediate

$31 -$43
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ANYWAY YOU LOOK AT IT...

ADM HAS YOUR ANTENNA!
AND YOUR TVRO SYSTEM.
Rapid delivery on ADM's superefficient 11-foot polar-mount
antenna (includes remote controlled polarization rotation system as well!), plus, packages are
available for complete systems
including LNA, 24-channel
tuneable receiver and cabling.
Why wait in along line when you
can get the best, today!

Antenna

Development

And Morrarferacturing. finc

A SUPER TVRO ANTENNA
SYSTEM. High-quality panelized aluminum 11-foot dish and
steel polar mount. Dish weighs
approximately 200 pounds,
mount 265 pounds. Precision
designed, easy installation, zinc
chromate base primed and heavyduty white top finish. The rotating feed is standard! Easily
shipped and installed. Choice
openings for dealers and distributors.

Antenna
Development Is
Manufacturing,Inc.
P.O. Box 1178, Poplar Bluff, MO 63901 (1-314-785-5988)

The Case for Maintainability
30,000 terminals

Figure 2

non-modular design
subscriber
base
30,000

at 1% failure
per month

1unit in repair
1.5 units replacement

400

total mo.
terminal
inventory
54,000

cost per
terminal

450 units

120

modular design
subscriber
base
30,000

at 1%
failure per
month
400

1unit in
repair =1.5
units replacement
450 units

replacement
modules
600

avg. cost
per module
$20

total mo
module
inventory
$12,000

dollar equivalency in terminals
100 units
continued from page 49
trips to the home, then you'll understand
how trips to the home to replace unreliable
converters can defeat the purpose of the
technology. From the vendor's point of
view, it only makes sense to limit the
warranty exposure as much as possible.
And the way to minimize this exposure is
to tightly control the quality before it
leaves the factory.
Without raising the flag too high,
Pioneer's mass-produced two-way addressable terminal is currently experiencing a 99 percent factory through-put rate,
and that includes cosmetics. What that
gives us is a very low failure rate in the
field... usually less than 1 percent per
month. If you've never run the numbers to
see what the real cost of unreliability is,
figure 1tells the story.
Looking at acomparison on a1percent
and 5 percent per month failure rate in a
10,000 subscriber system, your total
service and repair costs, on line three,
show a substantial difference. Inventory
costs for repair assumes arequirement of
1.5 replacement converters for every one
that fails. Line five shows those costs
divided out among the 10,000 terminals in
service, and line six runs it out for 10
years. You can get apretty good idea from
this chart how important reliability is to the
success of your addressable system.
Even with a failure rate of less than 1
percent per month, we're still going to
have terminals to repair. That needs to be
done in the most cost-effective way
possible. We learned the best way to do
this is to go with amodular design.
The next chart (figure 2) compares the
inventory costs associated with modular
vs. non-modular design using a 30,000subscriber system. A non-modular unit
that fails requires 1.5 units to back it up,
and the per month inventory would be
$54,000. On the other hand, a modular
design allows the failure rate to be spread
out among the modules, and lets you
stock modules at $20 each, rather than
converters at $120 each. There is also a
ripple effect in shipping and handling

costs, not to mention the after-warranty
expenses.
The last item of major importance is
what we have learned by the comparison
of component vs. LSI design and manufacture.
The addressable converter in demand
today calls for very high technology-400
MHz technology, data communications,
etc. Inevitably, circuit design becomes
more complicated. The use of conventional component manufacturing techniques may result in avery complicated and
difficult manufacturing procedure, as well
as servicing level, thus making the
product more susceptible to field failures.
Pioneer was the first to use microprocessor LSI technology for CATV
application in 1975. It worked so well that
we continued by introducing the first
frequency synthesized PLL for the converter, custom high speed data communications LSI, one chip upstream transmitter, one chip downstream receiver and
finally in the one-way addressable, the
first all-in-one packaging of the converter
with a built in PLL and AB switch.
At Pioneer, our goal is to continue using
our experience in two-way addressability
to increase the reliability features of the
one-way addressable system. Targeted
also are technical innovations to increase
the cost performance and flexibility
features of all our products.
CIED
Michael Hayashi is asales engineer at
Pioneer Communications of America
Inc. Hayashi formerly served Pioneer
as corporate engineering liaison to
Warner Amex Cable Communciations,
as advisor to the repair and service
laboratory and as liaison to Pioneer's
International Service section. He was
also responsible for research and
development of next-generation product lines. A graduate of St. Joseph's
College in Yokohama, Japan, Hayashi
received his BS degree in engineering
from Harvey Mudd College in Claremont, Calif.

CAW. L
REMOTE CONTROL .•
SYSTEMS.
••
From Monroe Electronics, Inc.
Satellite Cue Tone Receiver
Model 3000R-6410000
.
•,

•Features up to 8cue tone decoders
•Monitors 4program channels
•Provides 4balanced audio and
•4co-axial SPOT switches for base band
video or IF switching
• solation in excess of 80 db at 4.5 MHZ
60 db at 41.25 MHZ
MO1e0E cue le

See Monroe 6-page brochure
Satellite Cue Tone
Signaling Products
Aiso ask for data on Emergency Access
Units 3000R7-R71-R72. They provide for
dial up access to cable audio for
emergencies.

NEW DEVELOPMENT
AGILE RECEIVER
CONTROLLER 3000R-82
for dial-up telephone remote control of
most brands of frequency agile receivers. Permits selection of channel
and polarization by telephone call.
Phone Monroe for all your tone signaling needs:
Communications Supply, Inc.
800-345-8286
Monroe Electronics Factory
716-765-2254
MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.
216 Housel Avenue
Lyndonville, NY 14098
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WE LET THE FACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
FACT: Vision Cable of Pinellas in
Clearwater, Florida has an active 400 mega
hertz, two-way (burglary, fire, medical) system.
It is addressable and features an institutional
network with Dow Jones information retrieval
and more. LRC connectors are used exclusively
for the system.
FACT:

Suburban Chicago area MS0
installed LRC connectors to build a400 mega
hertz system in 1980.

FACT:

Eight of the top 10 MSOs are using
LRC connectors for their 400 mega hertz
systems.

CONCLUSION :When you want

connectors offering proven performance, not
just promises; LRC connectors are the ones
you can count on.
That's afact.

CerÀ:3 .1

ELECTRONICS,INC.
SOUTH AVE

HORSEHEADS, N

PHONE 607-739.3844

H at,

14845

* Ben Forrester has been appointed a
vice president of Anixter Communications. Forrester comes to Anixter from
Scientific-Atlanta where he was most
recently national sales manager.
In his new position at Anixter, Forrester
will assume a number of responsibilities
including national MSO sales, development of electronic product line sales, and
sales training.

RCA's Government Communications
Systems business unit.
Griffin joined RCA in 1960 and has held
numerous positions in engineering and
engineering management.
* John Fan netti has been named senior
technical consultant of Microwave Filter
Co. Inc.
In his new position, Fannetti
will have many responsibilities including
assisting with a new DBS (Direct Broadcast
Satellite) R&D program. Fannetti will
conduct field research, advise customers,
advise and assist R&D ir new product
development and assist in the training of
applications engineers.
Fannetti was previously president of
JDF Communications, aCATV consulting
firm and earth station installation and
maintenance service in Canastota, N.Y.
He has also been employed as director
for MSOs with Ohio Cable Systems in
Kentucky, as a research engineer with
Syracuse University Research Corp. and
as a technical specialist with General
Electric in Syracuse, N.Y.

Ben Forrester
* Thomas Christy has been promoted
to product manager. TVRO products by
Blonder-Tongue Laboratories Inc.
Christy will be responsible for supporting
B-T's TVRO market activities by assisting
customers and field sales representatives
in the sales, applications and installation
of TVRO and related equipment.
Christy joined Blonder-Tongue in 1979
and prior to his present position was
TVRO Systems Engineer.
Fred Canzano was also promoted at
Blonder-Tongue to manager, technical
services. In his new position, Canzano will
be responsible for the operations of the
company's customer service and systems
engineering departments.
Canzano joined Blonder-Tongue in
1962 and has held several supervisory
positions in the company's manufacturing,
customer service and industrial engineering departments.
* James Griffin has been appointed
chief engineer for the Broadcast Video
Systems function.of RCA's Commercial
Communications Systems Division. Griffin
will be responsible for all engineering
activities in the design and manufacturing
of RCA television cameras and videotape
recorders.
Prior to this appointment, Griffin had
been program manager for the digital
optical disc system being developed by

primary responsibilities will be the conception and design of products to support the
company's growth in communications
and instrumentation.
Rhodes comes to Scientific-Atlanta
from Tektronix Inc., where he was engaged for 26 years in engineering positions, principally in the design of television
products. During the last four years at
Tektronix he was chief engineer with staff
responsibility for long-range product
planning.
Additionally, Scientific-Atlanta has
appointed Dr. Michael Teichmann as
general manager of its German subsidiary,
Scientific-Atlanta GMbH. Teichmann
assumed his position on Sept. 1. Teichmann previously was with Micro Control
Products, a U.S. firm of which he was
president and chairman of the board. Prior
to joining Micro Control Products, Dr.
Teichman held several managerial positions with companies in the electronics
field in Germany. He received his undergraduate and post-graduate degrees
from the University of Aachen in West
Germany. Dr. Teichmann will be located
at the company's office in Munich.
* Joseph Checola has been appointed
sales manager for Eagle Comtronics. In
his new position, Checola will be responsible for the management and supervision
of Eagle's sales force.
Prior to his appointment at Eagle,
Checola was district sales manager at
Tektronix Inc. for several east coast
regions.

Vince Fannetti
* Miles Reinhart has been named
product manager. MATV, for the RF
Systems Division of General Instrument.
In this position Reinhart will be responsible for the overall marketing program for
MATV products, including the division's
general line of terminal and electronic
products. MATV systems, antennas and
towers.
Before coming to RF Systems, Reinhart
was with the Siemens Corp. as product
manager of discrete semiconductors.
* Scientific-Atlanta Inc. has appointed
Charles Rhodes a principal engineer
assigned to the company's corporate
research and development unit. His

Joseph Checola
* Jack Sutton, formerly a cable system
executive, has joined Jerrold Division,
General Instrument Corp., to handle
equipment sales in Southern California
and parts of Nevada.
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goes by the numbers
and takes the gamble out
of ordering cable
construction hardware.
D)

Get the best in CATV cable construction hardware. Order only Preformed Line Products
Company parts from your supplier. And, make
sure you get what you ask for by ordering
"Preformed" hardware by its catalog numbers.
Preformed's hardware has been the leader in
the CATV industry for over 20 years.

Specify the numbers below or send for our free
CATV cable construction hardware catalog. It's
the difference between choice and chance.
Write to Preformed Line Products Co., P. 0.
Box 91129, Cleveland, Ohio 44101. Phone: 216/
461-5200.

For 1/4" Galvanized Steel Strand specify:
GDE-1104L
GLS-2104

Galvanized Guy-Grip Dead-End for 1/4" Galvanized Steel Strand

GFDE-2121

Galvanized False Dead-End for 1/4" Galvanized Steel Strand

Galvanized Strand Splice for 1/4" Galvanized Steel Strand

For House Drop Coaxial Cables specify:
DE-1500

Galvanized Telegiip for RG-59/U Coaxial Cable

DE-3329

Stainless Steel Custom Dead-End for RG-59/U Coaxial Cable

DE-2525

Galvanized Dead-End for .051 Galv. messenger of Figure 8
RG.59/U Coaxial Cable
Galvanized Dead-End for .063- .072 Galv. messenger of Figure 8
RG-59/U Coaxial Cable

DE-2505

PINORMIIIIIIED SUPPORT SYMMS

,rnere'feceettdrAnifs

!FA

sq,

For protection of Strand and Cables, specify:
Plastic Guy Guards, Plastic Tree Guards, Ground Wire Molding

IP

•

D) LINE PRODUCTS
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TRW hybrids
offer something
the competition
can't:
areal choice!
(a way to keep amplifier costs in line)

gives you areal choice.TRW CA2000,
3000 or 4000 series are specifically designed
to make fewer-than-52 channel systems
play longer and stronger for less.WithTRW,
you don't pay for more than you need.

Only TRW gives you acomplete line
of hybrids specifically designed
to produce optimum performance for
systems from 30 channels to 60+.
With TRW, you can be assured you're
only paying for the performance
you need.
TRW introduced its first hybrids in 1971 and
ever since weVe been the recognized
leader in CATV amplifier modules. Each time
the industry stepped up the channel numbers,TRW stepped in with anew transistor
and anew hybrid with increased channel
capacity and characteristics to fit.
The latest is our new CA5000 series "super
chip" with lower distortion and abetter
noise figure than any other available (ask us

New CA 5000 Series "super chip:*

for comparison data). And with CA5000
deliveries on schedule at any volume,TRW
can deliver the best-performing hybrid
on the market at acompetitive price.

There's no need to channel your production
requirements anywhere else. TRW has it
all periormance, price. And asuper choice.
Contact TRW Semiconductor Division,
TRW Electronics Group, 14520 Aviation Blvd.,
Lawndale, California 90260, (213) 679-4561.

But for many new and rebuilt systems, our
top-of-the-line CA5000 hybrid is more
than you need for optimum performance.
SoTRW matches performance to price and

Semiconductor Division
TRW Electronic Components Group

Automation Techniques GLR 520
and arelative RF signal meter for constant
quality check on dish orientation.
The GLR-520 also has a separate
weatherized tuning module (downconverter) which can be located at the dish or
at the receiver. In addition, the GLR-520
has unfiltered video output for external
audio demodulators with an optional
modulator with vestigial sideband filter
also available. The GLR-520 is available
in stand-alone configuration and has a70
MHz output that may be run through
standard coax.
For more information. contact Automation Techniques, (918) 836-2584, or
see them at booths 421-423.
Portac Message Generator For
SMATV, Cable Systems
Portac has introduced a two-way
telephone-coupled message generator

for SMATV and cable systems. Many new
SMATV installations require the use of a
character generator for an information
channel to display daily program schedules.
This can also be used for home-owner's
newsletter or local advertising, but there is
always a problem of getting someone to
accept responsibility for entering the
information.
The new KBD-4 system from Portac
eliminates this problem by enabling the
cable operator to remote-load all SMATV
installations from the main office over
standard telephone lines.
The two-way "handshake" system
permits error-free data transmission by a
self-checking talk-back system that also
includes automatic dialing to any remote
message system within reach of the
standard telephone system. The dialer
will handle any area code, up to 16 digits
total.
In operation, the display is first entered
on the keyboard at the main office and
previewed on a color monitor. Using
Portac's "-P" option, it is possible to set up
a complete schedule for a week in
advance with different messages at
varying times of each day. Then the data
may be transmitted totally automatically
to any number of remote locations over
standard telephone lines.
Each page will then be displayed on
one of six background colors in one of
four display modes, vertical roll, horizontal

Portac message generator
crawl, flow (letter by letter) or static
display. Twelve-page memory is standard,
24- or 56-page memory optional.
Pricing for the master transmitter is
$2,950 and $3,500 for the slave receiver/
message generators.
For more information, contact Portac,
(805) 685-2960.
New Portable Spectrum Analyzer
New from Hewlett-Packard is the
model 853A spectrum-analyzer display, a
ruggedized, portable mainframe incorporating a digital display system for use
with HP's economically priced series of
spectrum analyzer plug-ins, covering
from 10 kHz to 21 GHz.
The company feels that the attributes of
the new display unit, combined with the
performance of the analyzer plug-ins, will
make the overall instrument attractive for

Jerrold's Time Proven 'imams Antenna
This Jerrold time proven J-Series Antenna is specifically
designed for commercial antenna installations. Its heavy
duty construction assures reliability under severe climatic
conditions and provides long life and trouble free operation.

Now Available
Cantilever Mount
This new cantilever
mounting feature is specifically designed to meet the
flexibility demands of today's installations. This feature consists of a
high strength mast mount bolted to the
rear of the antenna boom. Bracing is provided
by a steel horizontal crosspiece U-bolted to the
upper portion of the mast, and connected by diagonally opposed tubular braces running down to a
steel support bracket which is bolted to the midpoint of
the antenna boom. All parts are treated for corrosion resistance.

Now in stock I
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405 N. Earl Avenue ct
Lafayette, Indiana 47904
le / Y/411
1
1110
Call Toll Free 1-800-428-7596
Indiana 1-800-382-7526

Coaxial Cables
Lowest Loss- Lowest Cost- Any System Design

General
icabt!ri CATV
a GK Technologles Company

DIVISION

For Details Write or Call: Customer Service Center, 1Woodbridge Center, P 0 Box 700, Woodbridge, N.J. 07095 • (800) 526-4241 in N.J. (201) 636-5500

In Orbit
Signal

Start/Stop

Day

ACSN

6 a.m./4 p.m
6 a.m./1 p.m.

Weekdays
Weekends

The American
Network

Daily

Alert
Satellite/
Tones Transponders
192

Satcom III-R.#16
Satcom IV #19

5 p.m./5 a.m.

Salcom Ill -R at

9 p.m./12 a.m.

ARTS
BET

Daily

8 p.m./2 a.m.

24 hrs.
24 hrs.

CBN

430 p.m /4 30 a.m

CBS Cable

None

Satcom-III R #17

None

Satcom III-R .#8

52e/a

Westar V # 40

Cinemax

24 hrs

None Satcom 111-R .#20 (EC)
Satcom Ill-R .#23 (MP)

CNN

24 hrs.

None

Satcom III-R .#14

CNN Headline News

24 hrs.

None

Satcom III-R #15

24 hrs.

None

Satcom 111-R #19

Daytime

1p.m./5 p.m.

Weekdays

The Entertainment
Channel

24 hrs.

GalaVision Weekdays

24 hrs.
Thurs -Sat.

Satcom IV #8

None
None

Satcom III-R .#7
Westar IV #100

11 p.m./2 a.m.

Escapade/Playboy

8 p.m./6 a.m.

Eternal World
Television Network

8 p.m./12 p.m.

Satcom IV #7

Modern
Satellite
Network

Present

Future
Southern Pacific-2 (Oct. 84) —
Galaxy-2 (Mid 84)
Advanced Westar-2 —

Satcom-4
Comstar-D3
Westar-3
Comstar-D2 & D1
SBS-2*
Westar-4
SBS-1*

Telstar-2
Advanced Westar-l''
SBS-3**
Telstar-1

10 a.m./1 p.m.

24 hrs

6 a.m./8 p.m.

National Jewish

Sundays

Satcom III-R #16
None

Satcom III-R.#5

421 */#

Satcom III-R .#22

None

Satcom III-R,#11

073' '#

Satcom IV #7

Satcom III-R #16

1 p.m./4 p.m.

Anik-B**
Anik-2 & 3
Satcom-2
Westar-2
Westar-5

Satcom-3R
Satcom-1

8 am./9 p.m.

Nickelodeon

PTL

24 hrs
Weekdays

Satellite News Channel
Weekdays
Weekends

311*/# (E.C.M) Satcom III-R .a
519•/# (P)
None

Satcom III-R .#2

4 a.m./8 p.m.

None

Satcom III-R .#18

24 hrs.

None

Westar V #4X
Westar IV #9X

8 p.m.-4 a.m.
2 p.m.-4 a.m.

SIN

24 hrs.

Nore

Wester IV #8X

SPN

24 hrs

None

Westar IV #11x

Showtime

24 hrs

Spotlight

24 hrs

None

Satcom III-R #4

Trinity (KTBN)

24 hrs

None

Satcom 4 #17

USA Blackout Network
GTE-1*
Anik-C (Mid 82)
GTE-2*

None

Satcom III-R .#12 (EC)
Satcom 111-R .#10 (MP)

Satcom III-R #22

0/V after 5 p.m.

USA Cable

Daily

Network

Weekends 10 a.m./2 a.m

3 a.m./10 p.m

438 •/#

Satcom III-R #9

WFMT

24 hrs

None

Satcom 111-R #3

WON

24 hrs

None

Satcom III-R .#3

24 hrs

None

Westar V #21)

Subcarner

Southern Pacific-1 (Feb. 84) —

Comstar-D4 (Mid 82);
Telstar-3 (1986)

WOR

Galaxy-1 (Mid 82)
Satcom-1R (Mid 83)
Satcom-2R (1984)

WTBS

24 hrs

None

Saloom III-R #e

The Weather

24 hrs.

None

Satcom Ill -R #21

•Ku Band
Dual Ku/C Band

Daily

10 a.m./5 p.m

Channel

—

M=mountain
P=pacific

Weekdays

National Christian
Network

Satellite

Degrees

E,eastern
C=central

24 hrs

MTV: Music
Television

SelecTV

131
135
139
143

Program
Satcom III-R .#24 (E.C)
729*/#
Satcom III-R #13, #22 (M,P
Scramble
835' /sr
Duplication
940*/#

4 p.m./4 a.m.

The Movie
Channel

Reuters

Location:

70
74
79
83
87
91
94
95
97
99
100
103
104
106
109
114
119
123
123.5
127

24 hrs

Satcom III-R #18

Major Communications Satellites
Serving North America

West Longitude

24 hrs

HBO

Daily

Westar IV #1 2X

4 p.m.-4 a.m.

Weekends

HTN Plus

Westar IV #9X

Television

ESPN
Eros

Satcom 111-R #22

Alert
Satellite/
Tones Transponders

Financial News Weekdays 10 a.m.-5 p.m
Network

Satcom IV #6

Weekends 5 p.m./5 a.m

C-SPAN

Start/Stop

Satcom IV #15

8 p.m./6 a.m.

Cable Health Network

Day

Westar V #12X

406' a

0/V until 10/4/82

BizNet
Bravo

Signal

Alert tones listed are tor sign-on, sign-oft.

All program times are listed for the eastern time zone, unless otherwise noted
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COMPARE THESE FEATURES
FEATURE

MANUFACTURER
EAGLE
R
M

J

500 MHz +

Manufacturing quality products
that perform beyond the
competition is tradition at Eagle.
The proof is in the comparison.
Spec by spec, feature by feature,
our 500 MHz taps far exceed the
competition.
Compare our 500 MHz taps for
yourself. You'll find there's no
compromise when it comes to
quality at Eagle.

Available With Brass FPorts
Made in USA
All Ports Numbered For System Audit
Lowest Insertion Loss
Epoxy Base Protective Coating
All Ports Can Utilize Traps
•

Fits in 4" pedestal (2 & 4way taps)

W Sand Bond Finish On Hardware
*Published Cost 4-Way Taps
(Lot of 2,000)

$7.00 $9.99 $8.00 $8.25

*CE-D Product Profile November 1981
OFFICE ADDRESS: 4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, N.Y. 13041 (315) 622-3402
MAIL ADDRESS: P.O. Box 2457, Syracuse, N.Y. 13220

CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER 800-448-7474

nu:EAGLE
CONTTRONICS INC.

Weiler/in/et-169
Descramble 1to 16 Tiers
!
j
:*• Channels
An Entirely New Concept in the Security Marketplace

f%talnisiet-1000

're» 61411imitedalnide
See us at the Atlantic Cable Show Booth #79

RMS ELECTRONICS. INC./CATV DIVISION •50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX. N.Y. 10462
TOLL FREE: (800) 223-8312 (Continental U.S.A., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands)• CALL COLLECT: (212) 892-1000 (N.Y. State)
WESTERN OPERATIONS: 2901 W. GARRY AVE.. SANTA ANA, CALIF.. 92704 •TEL. (714) 662-1041 *CALL COLLECT
SOUTHWEST OPERATIONS: 1401 FRANKLIN DRIVE, SAN MARCOS, TEXAS, 78666 •TEL. (512) 396-5432•CALL COLLECT

